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TechnicolServicesin 1983
Joe A. Hewitt

TI

urs pApERrepresents a break in the venerable tradition of the Librarlt
Resources
I TechnicalSeraices"Year's Work . ." series and should be
regarded as an experiment. The exhaustive review of the published literature in the various specialties of technical services is being replaced by a
general review ofevents, issues, and trends in technical services, including the areas of bibliographic networks and online catalogs. So broad a
scope requires that considerable selectivity be exercised. In so doing, it is
necessary at the beginning to state the basis for selecting issues for treatment.
One can only be impressed by the persistence, if not the continuity, of
certain issuesin technical services. In a year in which the nation's largest
bibliographic utility stood at odds with its members and constituent networks over copyright and contract negotiations, a year in which the transition to online catalogs continued its inevitable advance and the Council of Library Resources (CLR), through the Bibliographic Services
Development Program (BSDP), continued its vigorous strategic attack
on fundamental problems of bibliographic control, technical services librarians also gave their attention to perennial problems such as the
availability of copy for cataloging, staff productivity, the deployment of
professional and support staff in various technical services functions, the
growth of arrearages, gift policies, commercial binders, serials prices,
etc. , etc. Regardless of the issues that receive the major portion of overt
professional attention during a given year, the public issuesalways overlay a set of persistent concerns which, one suspects, represent the more
crucial day-to-day preoccupations of many technical services librarians
in the field.
There is a natural tendency in a review of the year's work in any field
to focus on high-profile issues.Examples of highiprofile issuesin technical services in 1983 include online catalogs, subject access,copyright of
databases, minimal level cataloging, the RLG conspectus, authority
control, optical disc technology. However important issues of this kind
may be, they are not always at the forefront of concerns among working

Joe A. Hewitt, Associate University Librarian for Technical Services, Davis Library,
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, kindly agre ed to participate in this experiment by preparing a review that highlights the few most important developments of the
year. To provide contrast, the authors ofthe second paper were asked to follow the traditional annual review pattern. The editor will welcbme expressions of preference and
comments from readers.
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technical service librarians. The approach to this year's review will be to
develop a context based on conditions in the working world of technical
services and, when appropriate, to view the higher level issues from that
perspective. In selecting issuesfor treatment, those which seem to represent general trends and which have reached the point of being transformed into day-to-day working problems are accorded the greatest attention. This is necessarily a subjective selection, based in part on the
author's presence at a number of the hangouts of technical servicesjunkies, particularly several of the twenty RTSD discussion groups. Of
these, the Technical Services Directors of Large Research Libraries Discussion Group, popularly known as the "Bigheads," is an especially
useful forum at the national level for uncovering the nagging concerns of
technical services librarians. Basing one's review on sources of this sort,
however, does not lend itself to the format of the tightly documented review based on published sources, constituting a systematic inventory of
the year's work, but rather to the statement of a more personal view of
"where we were in 1983." Such is the nature of this paper.
OCLC AND THE NETWORKS
As in every year in at least the past decade, technical services librarians in 1983 found themselves in the midst of a technological transition.
The early part of the transition was highlighted by the emergence of online cataloging services provided by the networks. Such services have become a rather ordinary fact-of-life for most libraries, although one still
colored by discomfort related to the high degree of operational dependence on an outside agency which, at times, may seem poorly attuned to
the needs and concerns of libraries. OCLC, Inc. (OCLC), the de facto
"undifferentiated" national network, improved its performance considerably in 1983 over difficult years in 1981 and 1982, an accomplishment
not fully appreciated by librarians removed from the technical complexity of operating a computer and telecommunications system on the scale
of OCLC. At the policy level, on the other hand, 1983 saw stressbetween OCLC and its membership reach a level suffrcient to cause speculation that the strategic perspectives of the network and some of its membership were so divergent as to be unbridgeable.
The main points of contention were the copyrighting of the OCLC
database, the OCLC/network contract, and a perceived inadequate participation by OCLC in cooperative programs at the national level, such
as the Linked Systems Project sponsored by the Council on Library Resources. The first two issueswere of concern to OCLC membership generally, while the last held special interest for research libraries. The contract and copyright issues gave rise to a sizable unpublished literature
emanating from OCLC and the networks, seventeen of which banded
together to hire legal counsel to negotiate jointly with OCLC. The official distribution of this literature, which consisted ofproposals and counterproposals, commentaries by counsel and network executive directors
and boards, was confined for the most part to OCLC and network staffs,
board members, and lJser Council delegates. In the fall of 1983, OCLC
President Rowland Brown stated OCLC's case to the membership in
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The most likely foreseeableoutcomeat this writing (February 1984)is
that OCLC and the networks will arrive at a workable, grudgingly acceptable resolution of contract and copyright issueswithout resolving
fundamental differences.The eventsof l9B3 should at leastserveto un-

and leadership of an organization indicates a possibleflaw in organizational structure.

ONr,rNNSYSTNUSAT THE LOCAL LEVEL
A number of libraries in 1983 announcedtheir adoption of various
turnkey systems.For example, New York University selectedthe Geac
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the lJniversity of Kentucky became the first contract customer. OCLC
also acquired Avatar, fnc., an ILS vendor, along with Avatar's existing
customer base.

stalling a system. In short, the simpliciti'the terrnturnkelt has come to
iT.pty to buyers of systems is being revealed as misleading, if not a myth,
although this is still the best means of acquiring a local syste- for most
libraries.
As technical services librarians face the difficult immediate tasks associated with selecting and installing a local library system, they are also
beginning to.face the intermediate and long-range issues raised by this
transition. First among these is the organi2ation, staffing, and procedural design of an effective database maintenance effort. The conve-
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nience of maintaining machine-readable records as compared to those in
manual formats is frequently advanced as one of the major advantages of
automated systems. Although this is in fact the case, particularly with
respect to "global" changes, it should not obscure the fact that the maintenance of large bibliographic and holdings databases still requires a
substantial staff effort. Computer systemi with stringent vafidation
components for incoming records are less forgiving than card catalogs
with respect to initial entry into the file . At tie same time, inaccurate

conversion projects. Several networks either offered or planned to offer
conversion programs in 1983. SOLINET offered an attractive service
through its LAMBDA system, which is directly competitive with OCLC
and represents a type of service at issue in the OCLC/network contract
negotiation. Conversion through OCLC, however, continues to have
the unique advantage of recording holdings in a national database for
purposes of resource sharing.

&:lRYttrBSff}"H"iilR,

cacy.
Traditionally,

the organizational impact of technology in libraries has
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Association of Research Libraries (ARL) held at Banff, Alberta,as part
of the theme "Research Libraries in the Online Environment"

Oxr,rnnPunr,rcAccEssCater,oc
UsERsSunvnY

ment.
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audience of users more than willing to offer constructive advice and assistance. The signs point to an opportunity for a period of intense creatrve development ol'online systems for public use.
Progress was made in 1983 in the auiomation of other technical services functions as well. Blackwell Library Systems, for example, introduced its automated local serials management system, PERLINE, into
the marketplace to compete with syitems such as Faxon's LINX,
EBSCO's EBSCONET, fnnovative Interfaces, and OCLC's serials

In summary, automation activities in technical services in 1983 continued to add a number of new dimensions to the work of technical services administrators and managers. These include the concern for an at-

TECHNICAL SERVICES STAFF
IN THE NEW ENVIRONMENT
These new dimensions of technical services work have, for the most
part, been superimposed on the traditional work of technical services.

still heavily staff dependent, must continue to be managed, supervised,
and coordinated as they have been in the past. The resuli of the luperimposition of planning and implementing online systems in techniial ser-
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vice s may result in several outcomes: management staffs in technical services can become overburdened as they attempt to give their customary
attention to activities as yet unaffected by automation while simultaneously taking on new assignments; certain functions in technical services
may be neglected, taking a back seat to those which become the focal
point of plinning for automation; management staff may be increased
bv the uddition of administrative assistants and/or additional levels of
management in technical services division off,rcesand departments; vital
techniial services functions related to automation, such as writing functional specifrcations, preparing profiles, preparing machine-readable
frles for loading, even ritrospective conversion, may be assigned to other
administrative units such ai Systems, where they probably do not belong; a greater delegation can occur allowing more and more staff to particiiate*in supervis6ry, management, planning, and policy formulation
activities. Impressionistic evidence suggests that most libraries experience a combination of these reactions but with the dominant one being
that of greater delegation. Although an undeniably positive trend, it
raises pioblems of its own, centering for the most part on the need for
improved programs of staff development.
Srerr DBvnropunNr
Several RTSD programs stand out among those designed to tring
high-quality continuing education opportunities to librarians who do
not ordi.rarily attend national conferences. In 1983, RTSD continued to
sponsor its popular regional institutes on collection management and de,relopment, Library of Congress subject headings, and authorities and
begin a new series on preseivation. Planning began also on- a.series of
RTSD regional institules on nonbook materials, a move designed to
provide more programming for public and school librarians by a divi-iion traditionally dominated by icademic libraries. RTSD's Council of
Regional Groups continued to expand the number of its affrliates and to
serv. as a clearinghouse for a vast number of activities among regional
technical services groups. A high mark of the year's work, however,
came with the telecbnfeience on rules and formats sponsored by RTSD
CCS, telecastfrom Los Angeles onJune 28, 1983." Covering AACR2
and the ISBDs, MARC formats, and search strategies, the teleconference featured expert commentators such as Peter Lewis, Lucia
Rather, Henriette Avram, Alan Veaner, NancyJohn, andJoseph Rosenthal. The teleconference reached a number of librarians who ordinarily do not attend ALA Annual Conferences and introduced them to
various sides of the complex policy issues related to the tools they use
daily in their work. The teleconference medium, with good progra-mming such as that provided by CCS, shows promise of being a_valuable
tool io assist technical services managers in overcoming parochial and/
or technique-bound views of staff being groomed for greater management participation in local libraries.
Staff development of a somewhat different nature continued under
the auspices of the Association of Research Libraries. For the past s_everal yeirs, ARL programs at its semiannual meetings have tended to
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focus on issues of bibliographic control and the application of technology
in libraries, and 1983 was no exception. The theme of the springm.eeting
in Banff was "Research Libraries in the Online Environment,"'* while
the theme of the October meeting in Chapel Hill was "The Surn of the
Parts: Sharing the Responsibility for Bibliographic Control."" The attention of library directors to matters of bibliographic control has been
intensified in recent years due to the advent of networks and the controversy over AACR2, which drove home in blunt fashion the pragmatic
consequences of bibliographic policy. Technical services librarians, although somewhat unaccustomed to this attention, seem to have taken
the opportunity to raise the level of appreciation of the complexity of
their work. One hears, less frequently, library directors expressing simplistic hopes of cost cutting through automation or astonishment at the
cost of acquiring and cataloging library materials. Many administrators
at the highest levels have come to acknowledge that the cost of technical
services is due more to the inherent complexity of the task than to the
commitment of technical serviceslibrarians to doing things in an arcane,
perfectionistic fashion; quality and service trade-offs involved in cost reduction measures have come to be appreciated in a more informed way
than they have been in the past.

MINIMAL LnvrI Cerelocrxc
One such issue which came to the forefront in 1983 is minimal level
cataloging, for several years a matter of interest to ARL's Bibliographic
Control Task Force. In December 1983, the Library of Congress (LC)
announced the availability of a minimal level cataloging service (MLC),
following the lead of NLM which has created minimal level cataloging
records for some time. The availability of MLC records from LC placed
OCLC and the other networks in the position of having to determine
how and to what degree those records would be incorporated into their
online databases. OCLC's Research Librarv Advisorv Committee's
(RLAC) Task Force on Standards for Less-Than-Full Cataloging
worked throughout the year with OCLC staff to develop stanEiardsfor
level of description, frxed field requirements, and extent of authority
verification required for MLC records. Also under consideration is a
proposal to allow any OCLC member to upgrade minimal level records,
which could be an interesting and potentially far-reaching development
in its own right.
In 1983 minimal level cataloging was still being considered on a pragmatic and technical level. MLC, however, represents an issue which
could escalate into a more radical questioning of the assumptions of
American bibliographic practice. It has long been the ideal that whatever bibliographic units are represented permanently in mainstream
systems of bibliographic control should be accorded full cataloging treatment, defined in recent years as standard AACR2 cataloging in the full
MARC format. Priority systems, used in many libraries due to limits on
resources, represent de facto discrimination with respect to what is and is
not cataloged, but there appears to be less discrimination with respect to
level and type of cataloging standards to be applied based on the "appro-
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priateness" of various levels of cataloging to different types of materials.
The widespread discussions of minimal level cataloging in 1983 seem to
have increased awareness of the degree to which an "all or nothing"
commitment to standards and completeness in cataloging represents a
limitation on the coverage of bibliographic control. After the networks
and local libraries have adopted standards for minimal level cataloging
and the problems associated with the assimilation of LC's MLC records
have been worked out, perhaps further attention will be given to the possibility of applying various levels of description and degrees of subject
analysis to library materials based on the need for different levels and
types ofaccess.
PNocneuuATIc

DEvELOPMENTS

In speaking of networks and libraries, it is sometimes useful for the
sake of clarity to distinguish between activities that are technical on the
one hand and those that are programmatic on the other. Technicalinthis
context refers to the development of new systems or the enhancements to
existing systems which substantially extend their capability; programmatic developments are meant to refer to organized activities such as coordinated cataloging or cooperative collection development which make
use of and capitalize on technical capabilities. The failure to make this
distinction has been known to create confusion in network planning,
particularly at the state level, and to confound issuesby improperly mixing technical and political factors. At the national level, the absence of
OCLC as an official participant in the Linked Systems Project with the
Library of Congress, the Research Libraries Information Network
(RLIN) and the Washington Library Network (WLN) may be due in
part to this problem. The programmatic implications of a technical development may inhibit the development from taking place or at least
limit the degree to which it is realized. (The issue of linked systems is
particularly vulnerable to this type of problem.) In assessingthe progress or value of a network or consortium, a lack of technical achievement
may ob3cure accomplishments in programmatic areas; likewise, a
strong technical performance may mask a failure to achieve anything of
value in program areas. Lest such confusion be allowed to reign in this
paper, it is emphasized that the shift of developmental focus to the local
level, described earlier, refers principally to the technical arena. Nineteen eighty-three was in fact ayear of important accomplishment at the
national level in a number of program areas.
So much programmatic activity was in evidence in 1983 that only a
selection of the most significant projects can be noted here. Planning for
a National Inventory of Research Collections got under way under the
administration of ARL's Office of Management Studies. The inventory
will be based on the application of the RLG conspectus methodology to
all ARL libraries willing to participate and will have the goal of supporting collective action in developing, cataloging, and preserving research
collections. The ARL microform project survived, indeed appeared to
flourish, adding preservation microfilming to its established interest in
bibliographic control through a grant from the National Endowment for
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the Humanities. OCLC's RLAC Task Force on Cataloging Microforms Sets conducted a survey to determine interest in cataloging items
on a list of the seventy most frequently owned microform sets. LC continued building the machine-readable name authority frle with the assistance of twenty-eight NACO participants. The project reached a
benchmark during the year when Harvard and the University of Chicago began searching, inputting, and updating authority records online
with LC. The NACO product, the MARC Name Authority Service,
will be delivered via capabilities developed by the CRl-funded Linked
Systems Project. Although the Research Libraries Group (RLG) has
long been the leader in innovative cooperative programs which take advantage of the technical capabilities of networks, OCLC has begun to
move more vigorously in this area, mainly through the Research Libraries Advisory Committee. RLAC task forces active in 1983 included
Cooperative Collection Development, Document Delivery, Cataloging
Microform Sets, Standards for Less-Than-Full Cataloging, Retrospective Cataloging Projects, Impact of OCLC Europe, Electronic Mail,
and Preservation Definition and Identification.
Although the National Inventory may face some opposition from collection development librarians who were not involved in the creation of
the RLG conspectus, the Inventory stands as one of the most signihcant
developments of 1983 because it could signal the beginning of program
coordination between research libraries in OCLC and those that are
members of RLIN. It would represent a massive duplication of effort if
both national networks maintained programs of coordinated collection
development, cataloging, and preservation. When one considers the
complexity of programs of this type, and the large number of subject,
geographic, and format categories for which they are conceivably appropriate, the possibility of two national organizations operating parallel
programs on each front obviously represents a level of waste and inefficiency that research libraries cannot afford. An attempt to coordinate
cooperative programs of this nature across network lines could lead
eventually to an acknowledgment of the artificiality of the separation of
research libraries into two different networks and organizations. Thus
the National Inventory, like several programs in their incipient stages in
1983, could hold vastly more far-reaching implications than their progress in 1983 alone may indicate.
TELEcoMMUNIcATIoN

Cosrs

Perhaps the most disturbing development of 1983 involved the progressive revelation of the probable impact of AT&T divestiture on the
costs of operatinglibrary networks. Not only is the economic impact potentially disastrous (OCLC's telecommunications bill, for example,
could have increased by as much as 73.5 percent) but postdivestiture
confusion at AT&T and the Bell Operating Companies could result in
massive degradation of service with respect to the installation and maintenance of long-distance telecommunications facilities. The library community, however, was unified by this issue more than by any other in
recent memory, as individual libraries, OCLC and its affiliated net-
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works, RLG, LC, ALA, ARL, and other groups united to present the
position of the library community on the pending cost increases of telecommunication. A round was won inJanuary 1984 when the FCC supported a position stated by OCLC on the $25 charge on "non-leaky"
private lines, which had the effect of cutting OCLC's overall increase in
telecommunications costs to 56 percent. Even so, the potential effects of
the divestiture remained a heavy threat to cooperative library programs
increasingly dependent on telecommunications.
OCLC, much maligned in 1983 on other counts, displayed an impressively constructive response to the divesture situation, not only by
serving as an effective advocate for libraries before the FCC, but also by
initiating plans to redesign the OCLC communications network with an
emphasis on flexibility, cost-effectiveness, linkages with other systems,
and optimization of the latest technical developments in telecommunications. This response may provide an indication of the major direction of
OCLC's technical development over the next several years.
Trrn INtnnsEcTIoN

OF TECHNOLOGIES

To return to the comments that opened this paper, perhaps there is no
more striking an example of the added dimensions of technical services
work than the fact that an event such as the divestiture of AT&T must
now be counted as a vital concern of technical services librarians. The
point must again be emphasized that the developments noted in this
paper-copyright
of databases, network contract negotiations, online
catalogs, management of automation, minimal level cataloging, the Naissues superimposed on technical services libraritional Inventory-are
ans who for the most part in 1983 still performed or managed a wide
range of traditional functions performed in traditional ways within an
organizational context designed to support technical services as they existed in the 1950s. Needless to say, both the profession at large and many
individual librarians have found it difficult to develop a coherent perspective on this broad sweep and varied mix of issues. A work published
in 1982, Ronald Hagler and Peter Simmons' BibliographicRecordand InformationTechnologlt,''expressesa perspective which last year's Library ResourcesI Technical Seraicesreviewer of subject cataloging described as
''
'
interesting and unusual' " but which mayprovide a useful way of looking at the technical services scene in 1983. Briefly stated, Hagler and
Simmons' underlying perspective is that automation in libraries does
not represent the replacementof one technology by another, but the merger
of two equally complex and demanding technologies-the highly developed traditional technology of bibliography on the one hand, and the
new technology of computers on the other. The unusual aspect of this
perspective is that it gives equal regard to traditional technologies with
their demonstrated value in serving users of libraries and to new technologies with their capacity for improving and expanding library servicesthe bibliographic and the systems components of library automation. An
example of this perspective at work in 1983 was the interest in classification as a retrieval tool in the online environment, as demonstrated by
Elaine Svenonius' analytical article in Librarlt ResourcesI Technical Ser-
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uices'o
andthe grant to Forest Press and OCLC to investigate the utility of

more intimate involvement with automation at the local level. This
greater experience will have the effect, one hopes, of broadening the professional understanding of the demands of assimilating revolutionary
new technology into established systems of practice and organization.
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Developmentsin Microgrophics,
Video Technology,qnd
"Foir Use:' 1983
Koren Nodeski ond Jock Ponfius
n
-[r,r"n.t rHoucH pRAcrtcAL sysrEMS were still not available, many articles in 1983 focused on the potential uses of video and optical disks. Numerou-s articles and position papers resulted from the report of the Register of Copyrights to Congress and from other attacks on the doctrine of
"fair use." Telefacsimile was rediscovered bv libraries. thanks to the
appearance of improved systems on the market. Various preservation
microfilming programs created a renewed interest in microforms in research libraries. Gains previously achieved in the area of bibliographic
control of microforms were consolidated with the establishment of the
Microform Cataloging Clearinghouse and the formation of an ALA Reproduction of Library Materials Section IRLMS] committee concerned
with the bibliographic control of microforms. One large micropublisher
went out of business while another issued the first sections of one of the
largest microfilm collections ever to be attempted. New equipment for
reading and printing microforms was introduced, and several works
were published designed to help librarians with the selection and maintenance of microforms equipment. Business uses of micrographics
tended more and more toward hvbrid svstems that use microforms to
store and computers to aecessimages. The micrographics industry's two
majgr organizations settled into their new roles as managers of information handling systems.
MEETINGS AND ORGANIZATIoNAL AcTIvITIEs

Note: an asterisk (*) following a title or a surname in the text indicates the entry element under which that citation will be found in the "References. " Entry elements for
other citations are given in parentheses or indicated in the customary author-date style;
however, date is included in the text reference only ifit is other than 1983.
Karen Nadeski, Senior Assistant Librarian, andJack Pontius, Associate Librarian,
members of the staff of the University Libraries at Pennsylvania State University.
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graphics in the emerging information handling systems (Kohlmeyer;
Banks), while other writers voiced the concern that the industry was losing its identity (What; Information). The secretary-general of the Microform Association of Great Britain [MAGB] questioned whether
MAGB should not begin moving in the same direction. Besides increasing membership and broadening MAGB's focus, the change might also
result in the merger or absorption of a number of smaller organizations,
reuniting the industry somewhat (What's).
At the last annual NMA conference in Philadelphia, most of the sessions focused on integrated systems and the new technologies. Six concurrent sessionswere devoted to various aspects of micrographics (e. g. ,
computer-assisted retrieval [CAR], engineering micrographics systems) but they too competed with a day-long session on "Optical Data
Disks in Office Information Systems" ('Final'). The same was true at
the IMC conference in November. The sessionson optical disk technology attracted standing-room-only crowds, although the attendance at all
CAR, CAR-related, and electronic filing systems sessionswas described
as "extremely good" (Interrelated).
At the ALA Los Angeles Conference inJune, RLMS and the Information Science and Automation Section of the Library and Information
Technology Association cosponsored a program entitled "Image Storage, Document Delivery and Electronic Publishing. " Two new RLMS
committees were formed: the Committee on Copying, which will study
and disseminate information about the selection, administration, and
use of reprographic methodologies and equipment in libraries, and the
Bibliographic Control of Microforms Committee, which will study and
disseminate information about the bibliographic control of microforms,
present these issues to micropublishers, and monitor the products and
services provided by micropublishers and other agencies. Francis
Spreitzer and Martin Joachim are the respective chairs. The RLMS
Publications Committee is working on a new edition of Microforms: First
Sourcesand encouraging Meckler Publishing to issue a ninth edition of
the Directorlt of Librarg ReprographicSeraices.At the urging of various library groups, including the RLMS Executive Committee, the Library
of Congress [LC] conducted a second market survey on the need for a
197 6-82 cumulation of the National Registerof Miroform Masters, either in
book or microfiche formar.
In August and then again in September, the newspaper Legal Times
and Law & Business, Inc., a subsidiary of HBJ, cosponsoreda two-day
workshop on photocopying and other current issuesfor corporations and
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institutions. Although the registration fee ($435) may have been too
steep for many librarians, the course book was published in September
and is available for $30 (Corporate Copyright). The theme of the combined Serials, Microforms and Government Documents Conference
held inArlington, Virginia, was "Standards: Development, Implementation, Impact on Libraries. " The contribution of microimaging technology to improved microform storage, retrieval, and distribution was
the main focus of the third International Business Graphics Symposium
of the Society of Photographic Scientists and Engineers. In England,
MAGB held a very successful seminar on the use of microforms as marketing tools (Moody); and the National ReprograpJric Centre for documentation again sponsored courses or seminars on CAR systems, developments in office and library copiers, advanced micrographics systems
(an introductory
and "All You Need to Know about Microfilm"
course). Judging from Miriam Margoshes'* report on the second annual Videodisc Conference, this may be an event librarians should consider attending. Several speakers spoke of museum applications of videodiscs and Richard Boss gave "an important talk" on the use and massive storage potential of the optical digital disk.
MICROFORMS IN LIBRARIES
The Association of Research Libraries [ARL] Microform Project
continued to receive much publicity both here and abroad (e.g., Heynen
1983a) and libraries were urged to take advantage of its new Microform
Cataloging Clearinghouse, which received funding from the Mellon
Foundation through September 1984 (Heynen 1983b; Bednar)'
cataloging
OCLC's Task Force on Microform Cataloging listed-in
priority order-the
seventy microform sets ARL identified as being
most frequently owned by libraries (Laird). LC began to distribute its
minimal tevel [ML] cataloging records for microforms as part of the
MARC ML tapes. Monographs by Frost* and Rogers* discussed the
cataloging of microforms and other nonbook materials under AACR2.
There was ever-increasing activity in the area of preservation microfilming. The New York Public Library issued a register of its master
negatives (NYPL), and the Research Libraries Group IRLG] propoge!
a method'of cooperative storage of member master negatives (RLG
1983c). A National Endowment for the Humanities INEH] and Mellon
Foundation grant which will help RLG to fund a cooperative preservation microfilming project was announced (RLG 1983a), as were enhancements to RLG's online system that will allow members to search
for and identify master negatives easily, service copies, and even to record the intention to film in the record for the original item (RLG
1983b). Work on the preservation component of the ARL Microform
Project continued. The project plans to survey preservation activities of
American research libraries and to develop a plan to coordinate their
preservation activities.
Zink* provided an overview of format-specific problems that depository libraries and documents librarians now face and recommended
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measures to surmount them. Bekiares* and Watson* reviewed new mi-
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graphing microforms to produce slides and photographic prints for
classroom use. Other articles described successfuluses of microforms for
such diverse library services as providing aeronautic maintenance manuals (Getting) and assisting part-time law students (Horrocks).
Several yeirs ago, a number of libraries were designated depositories
for the SCAN IService Center for Aging Information] microfiche collection. Only one shipment was ever received, though, and the proposed
indexes were never distributed. In October, it was announced that the
American Association of Retired Persons would be responsible for the
SCAN databases, but no further microfiche would be produced
(AARP).

BusINEssAppr,rcntroNs oF MrcRoFoRMs
CAR systems
stressed
usesof micrographics
Most articleson business
that utilize microforms for storageand computersfor access'One author
emphasizedthat "about the only thing that hasn't changedin the frling
and retrieval of documents on microfrlm in the past decadeis the image
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clude some two hundred thousand titles (Alston; Editorial).Journal articles from two hundred of the titles indexed in Magazine Index are now
available from the publishers of the index. Stored on cassettes,they can
be located quickly by using a code provided by the index, and then read
or printed out on equipment supplied as part of the subscription (Magazrnel.
One major story relating to micropublishing was barely mentioned in
the library press. A short article in the New York Times announced that
University Microfilms International would take over the frlming and indexing of the New York Times ftorn the defunct Microfilming iorporution ofAmerica [MCA], a subsidiary of New York Times, In-., and formerly an active micropublisher of other archival book and serial
collections. The fate of other MCA collections, particularly the newspa-

tant documents (Everitt), while Macfarlane* reviewed what has been
filmed of British historical records and made suggestions about yet unfilmed collections that would further historical research. Calkins* described the ability of various microformats to reproduce medieval illuminated manuscripts. The use of color microfiche as part of a
histological atlas was covered by O'Shea* and Williams.
Rayward* provided a bit of microform history with his article on a
demonsftation of microfilm copying equipment at the 1937 International Exposition in Paris. Morris* described developments in the micrographics industry from the early 1960s to the present day from a British point of view. Pontius* emphasized American developments in his
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this time in New ZeeJand(Opposition). Dupont* reported on a noncommercial project by the Law Library Consortium to produce high-quality
copies of low-demand legal materials.

SreNoanos
standards activiKidd* provided a good introduction to NMA/AIIM
ties. He stressedthat in the United States standards development follows

steps to establish an accreditation laboratory program to te st microforms
was taken by AIIM (Accreditation). Minker* and Thomas demonstrated a practical use of standards in their discussion of the use of the
standard lor alphanumeric COM to assure COM quality. A review of
current British and international standards was provided in two articles
by Robinson* (1983a, 1983b).
Changes in standards development and procedures were mandated
by the American National Standards Institute [ANSI] last year. AIIM
has decided to seek ANSI accreditation as a standards developer. The

sourceCenterIndex."
EQUIPMENT
Several items were published by prominent microform librarians to
help in the selection and maintenance of microform reading equipment.
Mclntosh* reviewed factors to be considered when selecting microform
readingequipment. AIIM issued a useful guide to the selection of micro*
form readers and reader/printers by Francis Spreitzer, who was given a
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to see micrographic equipment. The exhibition at the Philadelphia annual meeting saw the introduction of a number of new machines that will
be of interest to libraries. These included MicroMate, a new portable
microfiche reader from DatagraphiX; Dukane's MDP, a manual direct
projection microfilm reader; Canon NP580, a plain paper readerprinter; and the Fuji FMRP 30 AU dry process electrostatic readerprinter (New Products; NMA '83).
Several technical developments that will affect library microforms
were discussed during the year. A commercial firm announced a process
of "tonal microphot6graphy" designed to retain the gray scale in the
production of high-resolution microfilm (Tonal). A hybrid information
and storage system, the Mnemos 6000, received a lot of attention, since
it combines elements of optical disks, ultrafiche, and online computerized systems (Mnemos). Xerox announced a prototype of a silverless updatable electrophotographic dry microfilm (XDM). Predictions that silver halide technology will soon be obsolete were denied by both
Englemann, * who believes that in the future it won't be a case of silver
halide vs. electronics, but of silver halide with electronics, and William
Sherman, a Kodak vice president, who stated that electronic sensors
don't have the "information packing density" to compare with filmoriginated images (Silver, 4). Howrdajian* reviewed developments in
color micrographics including cost factors, image stability, and film
types, as they relate to micropublishing. Poli* described current research and methods of preserving photographs, while two other articles
revealed that the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and at
least one stock-photo agency have already transferred their photo archives to videodiscs (Purcell; Space). LC is now using a 105mm cartographic camera to hlm maps. Previously, large maps had to be filmed at
unsatisfactorily high reduction ratios, or in segments, because of the limitations of the 35mm frame (Photoduplication). Cruse* and Warren's
book on microcartography provides case studies of various map microfrlming operations.
Unintentional damage is often done to library materials by user (and
frequently staff) photocopying. The best overview of this problem was
provided by Amodeo.* A grant from NEH to Libraryt TechnologtReports
to develop a nondamaging book-copying device, as well as British developments in this area, received considerable coverage in the library press.
A photograph of a British image digitizer gave a good idea of what is
being attempted (Damage-Free). Painter* reviewed historical developments in photocopying equipment from 1950 to the present. Since photocopying equipment is always a headache for librarians, they should
follow with considerable interest the Minneapolis Public Library's decision to allow a commercial photocopying firm to operate a copying service within the library (Coin-Op).
Vroro/OpucAl

DISK TECHNoLoGY

Hahn* and Fleischhauer* described LC's optical disk pilot project for
print and nonprint materials, respectively. Criswell* looked at the implications the project has for serials. An advisory committee for the proj-
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was established when publishers expressed reluctance to forgo royalty fees for their works while the disks were being tested (Fields 1983a,
1983b). The National Library of Canada has completed a successfulvideodisc demonstration project involving four separate productions employing a variety of media (Sonnemann 1983a, 19B3b).
Two government agencies are in the process of using optical disks to
replace their paper files. The U.S. Patent and Trademark Offrce will
digitize the text and graphics of two million of the most recent U.S. patents, using optical disk memories and digital image processing, and anticipates a totally paperless operation by 1990. Depository libraries and
their patrons will have free accessto this system; other users will have to
access the files via private companies like Mead Data Company (Patent). What effect this recent development may eventually have on
Pergamon's Video PATSEARCH,
the interactive videodisc patent
searching system that has been on the market for three years now (e.g.,
Schulman), remains to be seen. The National Technical Information
Service is also planning to store the seventy to eighty thousand government reports it produces each year on optical disks. This change should
result in a 25 percent savings over five years and a twenty-four-hour
turnaround time for orders instead of the present three to f,rve days

(NTrs).

Battelle Columbus Laboratories announced the creation of a videodisc laboratory and its plans to produce a state-of-the-art report on videodisc technology which will then be published on an interactive videodisc (Battelle-Columbus). Burroughs, in the meantime, decided to cancel its optical drive product development program and reduce its optical
media program to a strictly research effort. The uncertain market for
this new technology appears to have been one ofthe reasons for this sudden move (Burroughs). An article in the Wall StratJournal also emphasized this uncertainty, implying that what is currently being sold is
ideas, not reality, and that optical disks for the world at large are still
three to five years away (Hughey). Some also fear that if optical disks are
not marketed soon, they may be superseded by magnetic memories
(Kalthoff, 11). Supposedly the first system has already reached the marketplace, although by sacrificing storage density (Boss), and others are
expected to appear in 1984.
Two companies received a lot of attention for new developments in
the field. Matsushita Electric Industrial Company demonstrated a prototype of the first erasable optical videodisc system in April. Any document or picture, stored on one of its eight-inch disks, can now be individually erased and replaced. Maximum access time is half a second
(Matsushita Shows; New Optical). [Energy Conversion Devices later
filed a patent infringement suit against Matsushita, claiming misappropriation of its laser optical memory technology (Matsushita-Energy).1
Prototypes of a LaserData system which can convert standard low-cost
optical videodiscs into information systems were exhibited at ALA in
June (New Low). The storage capacity of this system is thirty times that
ofhigh density magnetic tapes, two thousand times that of double-sided,
double-density floppy disks and three thousand times that of microfiche,
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with a cost estimate of less than two cents per million characters (New
Videodisc).
The Yankee Group, a high technology market research and consulting firm, recently completed a massive study appraising the acceptance
of optical disk systems over the next eight to ten years. They found that if
substantial progress is to be made into the data and document storage
market, the end usir must be better understood and optical disks must
be marketed as an integrative, rather than a replacement, technology.
The group also estimated that by 1990 optical disk systems will have captured 15 percent of the micrographics industry's revenue (De Cillia).
Both Wozniak (as quoted in Micro-Image*) and Hendley (1983a) believe that videomicrographic systems (i.e., systems that electronically
transmit microfilm images) will be the next step in the development of
information handline systems and one that will link rather than isolate
microfilm and optici disk technology. Articles by Kalthoff,* Walter,*
and Sporer* weighed the advantages and disadvantages of micrographics and optical disks from various perspectives.
In the library literature itself, the November issue of therlournal of the
American SocieQfor Information Sciencewas largely devoted to an overview
of video and optical disk technology (Lunin) andJohn Riddick* has begun an annual review of the literature of this technology in Library Hi
Tech. Farrington* discussed videodiscs from the library viewpoint, predicting less user resistance to them than to microforms because the technology has already penetrated the home environment, something micrographics has yet to do. Magnuson* and Chadwyck-Healey* advised
librarians to adopt a "wait and see" attitude about the newer, unproven
technologies, at least until the quality improves and costs are reduced.
An article in Librarl SystemsNewsletterestimated that "off the shelf ' optical disk systems suitable for libraries may not be available in the 1980s
(Optical Digital).
The use of telefacsimile technology in libraries has been limited because of cost, image quality, and other factors. Several developments
during 1983, however, indicated a renewed interest in the subject. An
entire issue of Librarlt TechnologyReportswas devoted to the development
and use of telefacsimile in libraries, particularly as an alternative
method of document delivery (McQu..n). A similar study by Cawkell*
reviewed British developments in this area. Line,* Yates,* and Gates*
published papers originally presented ata7982 conference on new document delivery systems. Bull* considered the implications of such systems for existing copyright laws. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology is designing a facsimile machine that will be able to scan directly
from bound volumes. At present a photocopy must be made and fed into
a facsimile copier (Library Fax). Six RLG libraries will participate in a
funded investigation of the feasibility of electronic transmission of library materials in lieu of interlibrary loan (Electronic).
Actual uses of facsimile by the Denver Public Library, the Columbia
University Law Library, the Pacific Northwest Library Facsimile Network, and the Texas College of Osteopathic Medicine were described
(Libraries Begin; Tracy 1983a). Tracy (1983b) provided a bibliography
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of recent literature relating to telefacsimile in libraries. In addition, it
was announced that OCLC and Information Access Corporation are exploring the possibility of establishing an overnight electronic document
delivery system (OCLC), and University Microfilms International is
considering the digital transmission of articles as a further extension of
its article reprint service.
..FAIB (JsE,'
The concept of "fair use" was both attacked and defended throughout 1983 (e.9., the Register of Copyrights report to Congress, the New
York University suit, the Sony-Betamax hearings). ALA finally released its comments on the Register's report inJune (ALA) and ARL
followed in September with two position papers which strongly supported the fair use provisions of the 1976 Copyright Act (ARL 1983a,
1983b). The suit filed by the Association of American Publishers [AAP]
against New York lJniversity, nine of its faculty members, and a nearby
copy center was settled out of court in the spring (NYU; Mutter), about
the same time the AAP also reached amicable agreements with two large
corporations, Texaco and Pfizer (Pfizer).InJuly,
the Copyright Clearance Center [CCC] announced an Annual Authorization Service, a licensing program that will initially be used by industrial corporations but
might later include "some aspects of higher education" (CCC, 1B).
Later in the year, the Institute for Scientific Information, which operates
a document delivery service, admitted that royalty fees for many journals were raised so much after the creation of the CCC, that it has passed
on this cost to its clients because "in some cases,the royalty charge alone
is more than two times our full price for an article" (ISI, 1630). A British
version of the CCC, called the Copyright LicensingAgency, was formed
in 1983 and represents British authors and publishers. It is currently trying to persuade publishers to participate in a scheme which would force
libraries to pay four pence per photocopied page for a book and ten
pence for a periodical (10p). Considering the unhappiness of British
publishers with the lack of copyright reform (Copyright and New), this
may not be hard to do.
The ADONIS [Article Delivery Over Network Information Service]
project, which was expected to begin operation in early 1984 and alleviate some of the copyright and publishers' cost-recovery problems long
associated with local photocopying, was suddenly shelved in the spring
of 1983. At a meeting at ALA in Los Angeles, Karen Hunter of Elsevier
Science Publishers (one of the consortium members) admitted that a major cause for its failure was differing United States and European market
characteristics. Also, antitrust concerns existed and U. S . publishers had
given the project a cool reception (Kendrick, 282). Other contributing
factors might have been: (1) the emergence of copyright licensing
schemes such as the Copyright Licensing Agency and the CCC's Annual Authorization Service, (2) the debut of University Microfilms International's Article Clearinghouse, (3) the growing interest in digital
telefacsimile, and (4) the reluctance of some to rely on the relatively new
and untested optical disk technology (Adonis).
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The long-awaited Supreme Court decision on the Uniuersal Ci4t Studios
as. the SonTCorporationoJAmericasuit f,rnally came onJanuary 17, 198+,
with the court ruling that neither the consumers who videotape television programs in their homes nor the companies who make or sell video
recorders are guilty of violating copyright law (Greenhouse). The ruling
is important to libraries in that it broadens the interpretation of "fair
use," but it has left many related copyright issues unresolved. It is expected to have a negative effect, however, on legislation pending in Congress that would levy user fees on the sale of video recorders and blank
tapes.
Educational institutions and libraries have been exempted from two
' ' ftrst sale' '
bills seeking to amend section 109 of the copyright law-the
regard to the rental, lease, or lending of audio and video
doctrine-with
recordings and motion pictures (Copyright). Similarly, in Japan, libraries and rental book shops have been exempted from proposed legislation that would grant copyright holders the right to give or refuse access to their work for the rental record and video software business
(Copyright Changes). New regulations on the acquisition and deposit of
unpublished television programs will allow LC to make off-the-air copies and demand copies of unpublished television transmissions, in its efforts to develop an American Television and Radio Archives (Copyright
Offrce). The Erie County Board of Cooperative Educational Services
was barred from taping the copyrighted works of three prominent educational film companies and fined $78,51 5 when it was found that all the
works it had copied had been available for rental or long- or short-term
lease (New York).
Two authors attempted to clarify the meaning of "fair use" in relation to specifrc types of materials. Gasaway (1983a, 1983b)* discussed
copyright issues and nonprint and audiovisual materials and Crawford*
looked at them with regard to archival collections. The Copyright Committee of the American Association of Law Libraries is preparing a
handbook that will deal in part with copying materials in microformat.
H6bert* and Noel considered the rights of the handicapped user, while
DeFreitas* reviewed the practice and problems of copyright in developing countries. Two articles analyzed in some detail the impact of the
1980 amendments to the Australian copyright act (Allen, G.; Brian);
another dismissed the charge of excessive photocopying in British libraries (Wood). DonaldJohnston's* useful Coplright Handbook was issued in a new edition. Librarlt Trendspublished one of the best overall
discussions of current copyright woes in the United States in its Fall 1983
issue (Allen, W.).
In conclusion, it can be said that the year 1983 saw continued activity
in the area of the bibliographic control of microforms. Advances in
video/optical disk technology were also made, but most libraries remained unaffected since practical systems were still not available for use.
Improvements in telefacsimile technology, however, stimulated renewed interest in document delivery systems, while the emergence of
copyright licensing schemes in the United States and Great Britain appeared to result in a more stringent definition of "fair use. "
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Stondordizotionunder AACR2
C. DonoldCook
To testtheextentandkind oJinternational
resultingfromtheuseof
standardization
thesecond
editionof theAnglo-American Cataloguing Rules, a studltwas
madeof catalogueheadingsJorcorporatenamesenteredin directordzr. The head'
ings examinedappearedin the 1981 bibliographicrecordsoJtheLibrarlt oJ Congress,theNationalLibrarlt oJCanada,tlu British Library, andtheNationalLibrarltoJAustralia. Of themutual usesof this Qpeof heading,an aaerage
of 87. 2
percentof an agenclt'sheadingsmatchedoneor moreof theothers.Uniqueusesb1t
eachagenclt
areanaarenotedandthenumberandqtpesof matches
anddilJermces
lyzed.
l

A.
ttu" EXcHANGEof bibliographic records accelerates, efforts to
achieve international standardization will undoubtedly increase as well.
The second edition of the Anglo-American cataloguing code should be
expected to be a major instrument for accomplishing that goal.
Even though theJoint Steering Committee for Revision of the AngloAmerican CataloguingRules (JSC) may not have included the term international standardizationinits guidelines, it was obviously an objective of code
revision. The fourth objective cited in the preface to the code is
To provide for international interestin AACR by facilitating its usein countries
other than the United States,Canada, and the United Kingdom. This final objective was later intensified,as a condition of funding by the Council on Library
Resources,to one of making a contribution to the developmentof an international cataloguingcode.'
The revised code should now be tested on the degree to which uniformity
is being attained internationally, and, in particular, among the agencies
C. Donald Cook, Professor,Faculty of Library & Information Science,University of
Toronto, conducted this study with grant support from the Council on Library Resourcesand from the University of Toronto. MARC tapes for LC, NLC, NLA, and
CONSER bibliographic records were lent by the National Library of Canada, UK
MARC tapes by the British Library and the National Library of Canada, and,LC Name
Authoritiestapes by the Library of Congress. Computer programming was done by
Saralee Turner; research assistancewas provided by Sharon Brown. The author is indebted to theseagenciesand individuals ind wishesio.*p..s his appreciationfor their
substantialcontributions.
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that had a major part in its preparation, for these four reasons. First is
the goal noted above that was originally set for theJSC. Secondly, the
code presents itself as "Anglo-American"
and, therefore, international.
Third, AACR2 has in fact been used and is still being used as a model for
other cataloguing codes, and lastly, in the library profession there has
been continuing concern that the identifrcation of bibliographic entities
be standardized.
Although there are many facets to the standard identification of bibliographic entities, few are more important than uniformity in the name
forms constructed for accesspoints. The present study was designed to
ascertain the degree of uniformity in the catalogue headings established
by four national bibliographic agencies. Three-the National Library of
Canada (NLC), the British Library (BL), and the Library of Congress
(LC)-were
authors of the revised cataloguing code. The National Library of Australia (NLA) was included as the fourth agency because it
has adopted AACR2, is now a member ofJSC and of the Association of
Bibliographic Agencies of Britain, Australia, Canada, and the United
States.of America (ABACUS),. and- works closely with the other three
agencies in matters of international cataloguing standards. Catalogue
records issued during 1981, the first year of application of AACR2, were
examined to determine the extent to which the four agencies used the
same forms of headings, and to identify the types of differences. The
only other study of the problem known to the author is a brief four-page
analysis of twelve hundred headings, prepared by qh. National Library
of Australia for internal use of ABACUS members.'This study does not
indicate the basis on which the headings were selected and it is not possible to compare meaningfully the results of that study with this one.
METHoDoLoGY
It was originally intended that all types of headings be studied. This
plan proved impractical for economic and other reasons, and the study
was therefore limited to headings for corporate bodies where names are
used in direct order (i.e., MARC coding X10:2). Names of corporate
bodies have, in general, been more problematic and difficult to establish
than personal names, with more potential inconsistencies. Corporate
names entered under place or jurisdiction are almost entirely those for
government bodies, and it was assumed that the records prepared by
each of the national agencies would be largely for the government bodies
in their own countries and that there would therefore be few names of
this type used by more than one agency.
All of the corporate names entered in direct order and established underAACR2 (and also, in LC's case, names whose forms of headings LC
considered "AACR2-compatible")*
were taken from the MARC tapes
from the four agencies. (The 1981 CANMARC
tapes contained an un*When LC began using AACR2, certain categories of existing headings, called
"compatible"
headings because of their close similarity to AACR2 forms, were continued unchanged as a means of lessening the initial impact of adopting AACR2. This
policy ceased on September l, l982.-Cataloging SeraiceBulletin, no.l7
"compatible"
(Summer, 1982),p.31.
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Headings
Jor CorPorate

been large.

source of information. "
TABLE 1
Suuvetv on Dl'regesn
Number
Total headings from MARC tapes
Deletions
Inappropriate headings
French equivalents
Other
Valid headings for analysis
Unique to one agency
Used by two or more agencies
Matches
Differences

20,189
2,272
r57
4ll
1,704
1 7, 9 1 7
15,6+4
2,273
1,830*
4431

Percent

100.0
lr.2
0.7
2.0
8.4
88.7
8 7. 3
12.6
r0.2

2.+

*The actual number of matches differs, since some differences also included matches
(e.e.,
two agencies concurred and a third differed). See table 2'
'
ittti. is n"ot the actual number of instances of difference; in some cases more than two
headings were involved in a difference, and some headings involved more than one type
ofdifference. See table 3.
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TABLE 2
Suvrr,reny oF MATcHES

AACR2

LC + NLC
LC+BL
LC + NLA
NLC + BL
NLC + NLA
BL+NLA
LC+NLC+BL
LC+NLC+
NLA
LC+BL+NLA
NLC+BL+NLA
All
Total
Percent

310
218

Additional
LC
Headings

32
20
5
2
59

s82
4+9
B4
I
0
0
32

5
4
0
2
657
3+.9

0
0
0
11 5 0
61.2

1

AACR2CompatibleSubtotal

17
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
23
1.2

909
673
116
21
(
z

Partial
Matches
Included in
Differences
Tota.l Percent

l7
20
0
0

91

+

7

1
I
0
0
49
2.6

a

0
1830
97.4

926
693
119
2+
5
2
95

49.3
36.9
6.3
1.3
0.3
0.1
5.0

B 0.4
5 0.3
00
2 0.1
I 879

- Th9 types of corporate headings occurring in the matches were analyzed in order to compare them with those oicurring in the differences,
and comments on these are included in the discussion below.
DrrreneNcos
All differences are summarized in table 3. Note that the table is based
on the number of instances or "sets" of differences. not on the number
ofheadings used by the agencies.
^ Among the headings from the Library of Congress, only four were
found to be "AACR2-compatible."
Whether re.rision to AACR2 requirements would have made these headings identical to those from
other agencies is not known; however, the low number indicates that the
p-resenceof "compatible" headings in 1981 was not an important barrier to international standardization.
The discussion that follows takes up each type of difference in the order of the AACR2 rules rhat govern the establishmenr of headings in
each case.
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24.1/2 Basic Rule lChoiceof Name.l Variant Names. There were 53 instances (20.1 percent of the differences) where agencies chose different
names for the same corporate body (with no evidence that these were
changes of name as covered by rule 24.18). It is possible that, in some
cases, the general rule for conventional name (24.3C1) may have been
invoked, although agency rule interpretations give no indicaiion that the
latter-rule may be used (as might be inferred fiom its wording) to override the provi.sions for the name by which a corporate body iJpredominantly identified in items issued by that body or in reference sources.
Because rule 24.1 does not distinguish as clearly between choice and
form of name as do comparable rules for personal names (22.1,22.2,
and 22.3), it is difficult in some instances to deduce the problems inherent in the names for this group of headings.
In 17 of these cases, there were differences in the entry words.
Example: *
LC:
NLC:

Morris Gallery
Donald Morris Gallery

Comparison of these names with those which appeared in the matches
is not possible because of the impracticality, referred to earlier, of determining the ways in which these names were "predominantly identified"
in the catalogued materials themselves.
24. 1 BasicRule lPunctuation.fIn chapter 24, the only specific provision
for the punctuation which may occur in corporate namei pertains specifically to a name that "consists of or contains initials," ind 1 variation
(0.4 percent) of this type was found.
At the same time, agency interpretations from LC, NLC, and NLA
indicate that the punctuation and abbreviations present in the form of
any type of name chosen should be retained, and these interpretations
are supported by the principle, present in many parts of AACR2, of
forming headings according to usage. The presenie or absence of hyphens and commas accounted for 10 variations (3.8 percent) among
agencres.
Examples:

BL: ORSTOM
LC: O.R.S.T.O.M.
BL:
LC:

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts

Headings in 70 of the matches included the same types of punctuation
noted above, but without causing discrepancies among agencieq.
24.2.q [Variant Spellings.]Variations in spelling resulted in six differences (2.3 percent), in all casesoccurring because of differences in Brit*The examples in
this section reflect the type ofdifference being considered and do not
n_ecess-arilyindicate the usual application of the rule by a given age.rcy. A complete list of
all differences has been supplied to the four national agencies, to theJSC, ind to the
Council on Library Resources; others desiring a copy should address ihe author.
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ish,, Canadian, and American orthography. The ways in which these
variations occurred suggest preference for the agency's ,,national"
spelling or inadvertent errors in proofreading.
Example:
BL:
LC:

North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
North Atlantic Treaty Organization

The same words which occasioned differences under this rule appeared in 14 matches, where usage was identical.
24.2D [Initialisms andAcronltms.] Among other variant forms, AACR2
provides for " a brief form (including an initialism or an acronym) that
would differentiate betweenthe bodv and others with the same or similar
brief names." Fourteen differences (5.3 percent) occurred when one
agency chose an initialism or acronym and another chose a full form.
LC's rule interpretations indicate a clear preference for the full form,
and all of the full forms in this category originated with LC; all but one of
the initialisms or acronyms originaied *itrt gL. The only variation
which did not result in a differeni entry point was a heading where the
brief form occurred in the name of a subbrdinate body.
Example:
BL: FEoLL
LC: Forschungs- und Entwicklungszentrum
Lehr- und Lernverfahren

ftir Objektivierte

Initialisms or acronyms were used by all of the agencies whose headings appeared in 1B matches.
{one of the agencies applies the Alm of name in a language suitable to
y's name is in a language that is not
the nature of the corporate bodies

'h:x1lTnJ:ff
Ji.'*:?96i1ill:::

(3.4 percent) where one agency used the name-in English in preference
to other languages. This resulted in seven differences in the entry point.
Example:
BL:
LC:

Hungarian Academy of Sciences
Magyar Tudom6nyos Akad6mia

For this rule and the next (24. 38), as with 24. 1/2, it was impractical to
determine, among the matches, those names where the use of English or
another language has been resolved.
24.38 Language.rnturnationalBodies. "If the name of an international
po.dfy,nn9u..sin.English on_items issued by it, " the name in the heading
is in English. There were 3 occurrences (1.1 percent) where one of th6
ag^enciesused another language, resulting in-an equivalent number of
different entry words.
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Example:
LC: Centro de Estudios Econ6micos y sociales del Tercer
Mundo
NLC: Center for Economic and social studies of the Third world

Example:
NLA: Beatles
NLC: Beatles (Musical grouP)
BL: Titanic (Ship)
LC: Titanic (Steamship)
NLC: Who (Musical grouP)
LC: Who (Musical quartet)
Among the matches, there were eight instances where the qualifrer
and its form were identical.
24.4C1 Two or More Bodies with the Sameor Similar Names. GeneralRule.

among bodies.
Thit differences would occur seems almost inevitable, given the pres-
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24.4C2 Namzsof Countries,States,Prooinces,
Elc. In 49 instances (18.6
percent),the presenceor absenceofa national, state,or provincial qualifier resultedin variations among agencies.
Example:
BL: Amalgamated Union of Engineering Workers
NLA: Amalgamated Union of Engineering Workers (Great Britarn)
There were, in addition, 7 instances(2.7 percent) where judgments
differed on the level of the qualifier to be added.
Example:
LC: Centre for IndependentStudies(N.S.W.)
NLA: Centre for Independent Studies(Australia)
Finally, there was 1 case(0.4 percent)in which agenciesdid not concur on the form of the name of the country used as a national qualif,rer.
Example:
LC: (Ireland)
BL: (Republic of Ireland)
There were 1Bheadingsin which national, state,or provincial qualifiers were used uniformly.
24.4C4 BodiesLocatedOutsidzthe BritishIsles.Thete were 24 differences
(9.1 percent) resulting from the presenceor absenceof a qualifier for
names of local bodiesoutside the British Isles.
Example:
BL: Institute for Food and Development Policy
LC: Institute for Food and Development Policy (San Francisco,
Calif.)
Six casesof uniform application of this rule occurred among the
matches.
24.4C5 BodiesLocatedin theBritish Isles.The presenceor absenceof a
qualifier for bodieslocatedin the British Isles resultedin 14 differences
(5.3 percent).
Example:
BL: Atomic Energy ResearchEstablishment
LC: Atomic Energy ResearchEstablishment(Harwell, Berkshire)
It should alsobe noted that in two of the few instanceswhere BL was
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found to use a qualifier, the local place name was not followed by the
name of a larger place, reflecting BL's application of the second option
in rule 23.+B for additions to place names.
Example:
BL: St. Paul's Cathedral (London)
LC: St. Paul's Cathedral (London, England)
No casesoccurred among the matches.
24.4C8 lrutitutions. Two instances of qualiflrcation by institution occurred (0.8 percent), reflecting the presence/absence situations already
noted. The other also reflected the "name, place" form noted above under 24.4C1.
Example:
BL: King's College, London
LC: King's College (University of London)
No qualifrers of this type were used in the headings that matched.
24.4C9 Yea(s). The presence or absence of years as a qualifying element occasioned 3 differences (1.1 percent).
Example:
BL: Belgian Antarctic Expedition (1898-1899)
NLC: Belgian Antarctic Expedition
In the matches, there were 3 instances where years as qualifiers were
used uniformly.
24.4C10 OtherAdditions. There were 2 instances (0.8 percent) where
terms other than places, institutions, and years were present or absent.
Example:
LC: Universit6 de Paris III
NLC: Universit6 de Paris III (Sorbonne-Nouvelle)
Two uses of other types of qualifiers occurred in the matches. There
was no similarity among the qualifying terms used in all of the four
names.
24.5Ci TermsIndicating Incorporation.Fifteen variations (5.7 percent)
occurred as a result of the presence or absence of terms indicating incorporation.
Example:
BL: Cambridee Information and Research Services
LC: Cambrid[e Information and Research Services Ltd.
Names including terms of incorporation were used identically in 16
cases among the matches.
24.12 Subordinateand RelatedBodies GeneralRule; and 24.13 Subordinate
and RelatedBodiesEnteredSubordinatel2.Fourteen differences (5.3 percent)
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occurred as a result of differing decisions on whether to enter nongovernmental bodies directly or subordinately.
Example:
LC:
NLC:

Universitd de Montr6al. Centre international de criminologie compar6e
Centre international de criminologie compar6e

There was also 1 instance (0.4 percent) of a differing opinion as to the
parent body to which the name in question should be subordinate (cf.

24.18).
Example:
BL:
LC:

Royal Greenwich Observatory. Nautical Almanac Offrce
Great Britain. Nautical Almanac Offrce

The 15 differences resulted in 11 different entry words.
The word center(or centre\ occurred in a sufficient number of differences, particularly in conjunction with educational institutions, to suggest thtt this word should receive consideration as a part of rule 24.13 or
in agency rule interpretations.
Subordinate units were entered uniformly in 304 of the matches. It
was not practical to attempt a distinction between governmental and
other bodies, so that names formed under the provisions of 24. L7/18 arc
included here.
24.14 Direct or Indirect Subheading.A single discrepancy (0.4 percent)
arose from a difference in judging whether a subordinate body should be
entered directly or indirectly.
Example:
BL: Commission of the European communities. coordination
of Agricultural Research
LC: Comlmission of the European Communities. DirectorateGeneral for Agriculture. Coordination of Agricultural Research
Examples of this problem were not evident in the matches'
24.17 Goaernment
BodiesandOfficials. GeneralRule; and 24.18 Gouernment
AgenciesEnteredSubordinateQ.Closely related to the differences noted under rules 2+.12113are the 1 1 instances(4.2 percent) where the agencies
did not concur on entry of a government corporate body under its own
name or subordinately. A rule interpretation from the British Library
on closely related forms of names for government bodies suggests that
BL applies this rule so that names which include the adjectival form of
the name of any of the constituent parts of the United Kingdom are not
entered subordinately.
Example:
BL:
LC:

Scottish Courts Administration
Great Britain. Scottish Courts Administration
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In 9 of these cases, the differences resulted in different entry words.
Matches related to these rules are considered under rules 24.12/13.
Appendix B. 9 GenzralAbbreoiations.The abbreviation of ''and' ' to ' '&o '
and "Department"
to "Dept.o' did not occur consistently in 13 instances(4.9 percent).
Example:
BL: Yale University. Department of Classics
LC: Yale lJniversity. Dept. of Classics
In 22 of the matches, these were used uniformly.
In all of the differences, only two tytr)esof problem, use of qualifrers
and choice of predominant form of narne (see table 4), appear to have
occurred in sufficient number to suggest that any significant reduction
in the number of discrepancies among agencies might result from further cooperation in applying the relevant rules in the same manner.

TABLE 4
TYpos or DrrrennNcns, nv Renr
Tvpe

Whether or not a qualifier should be used and, if so,
how
Which is the predominant form of name
IJse of terms indicating incorporation
Entry of a name directly or subordinately
Initialism/acronym vs. full form of name
Use of abbreviations
IJse of punctuation in a name
Use of qualifiers for names not conveying the ide4 of
a corporate body and, ifso, how
Entry of a government body directly or
subordinately
Name in English, or in vernacular
Differences in orthography
Choice of language for name
Direct or indirect subheadings
Total

Number

102
53
15
15
14
t3
11

Percenl

38.6
20.r
5.7
5.7
5.3
4.9
+.2

11

+.2

l1
9
6

4.2

J
I

264

J.+

2.2
1.1
0.4
100.0

SUMMARY AND CoNcLUsIoNs
Table 5, summarizing all uses of headings by the national agencies,
and table 6, indicating the effects of mutual uses of this type of corporate
heading, bring to a conclusion a somewhat long and detailed study.
What then, has been found?
First, national agencies, no doubt because of a concentration on the
preparation of bibliographic records for the publications of their own
countries, use a majority of these types of corporate headings uniquely.
Among the agencies, the average of unique headings was 76.1 percentmore than three-quarters of all of the headings used. This use ranged
from a high of 82.2 percent for the Library of Congress to a low of 67 .3
percent for the National Library of Canada-indicating,
perhaps, for
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TABLE 5
Alr,

{Jsns oF HEADTNGs

Percent of
Percent of
Percent of
Agency
Appeared in Agency Appemed in Agency
TotaI
Matches
Total
Differences
Total

LC
NLC
BL
NLA
Total
Percent

9757
2393
2793
701
r564+
7 7. 9

82.2
67.3
73.4
81.6

1848
1060
82r
141
3870
19.3

15.6
29,8
21.6
16.+

2.2
2.9
5.0
2.0

255
105
192
tt

s69
2.8

Total

Percent

1 1 8 6 05 9 . 1
3558 17.7
3806 18.9
859 4.3
20083

TABLE 6
Muruar lJsrs or F{seorNes
Total

Library of Congress
National Library of Canada
British Library
National Library of Australia

2,r43
1,165
1,013
158

Matched

87.9%
91.0
81.0
89.2

Differed

12.r%
9.0
18.9
10.8

LC, that its cataloging is less international than might have been
thought; it is less startling for the Canadians, who attempt to include in
Canadiana publications from throughout the world when these concern
Canada or are by Canadians.
Second, the corollary of the first conclusion is, of course, that fewer
mutual uses of headings occur among national agencies than many cataloguers may have supposed. On the average, only 23.8 percent of an
agency's corporate headings ofthis kind were used by one or another of
the others.
Third, when mutual use occurs, the incidence of rnatching headings is
high. Of these headings used by each agency, an average of B7 .2 percent
will match the uses by another agency-the range is from 91.0 percent
for Canada to 81.0 percent for the tsritish.
Fourth, for reasons best judged by those in the United Kingdom, the
headings used by the British Library are most likely to differ from those
used by its international colleagues. The British will frnd that 18.9 percent of their uses of this type of corporate heading will conflict with those
made by other agencies, in comparison with an average of 12.6 percent
among all four. The Library of Congress is almost precisely at the average, with 12.1 percent; the Canadians would be least troubled with only
9.0 percent.
Perhaps most astonishing is that, in a full year's cataloguing, only
three names of the type studied were used by all four agencies. All used
"Methodist Church" and "Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development" and all agreed on the form; all used "Beatles" but
did not agree on whether it should be called a "(Musical group). "
The present study provides apartial evaluation of the effectiveness of
the Anglo-AmericanCataloguingRules, second edition, in achieving international standardization among four major national bibliographic agen-
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cies, within the constraints of the decisions and rule interpretations each
has made for its own application of AACR2. In short, there is now some
indication of the degree to which headings from these agencies may be
predictably uniform. By extension and inference, this gives some indication of the effectiveness of AACR2 as a voluntary international bibliographic standard.
The investigation also has identified specific illustrations of certain
differences which have occurred'among the agencies in headings for the
same names. These illustrations may assist the agencies in deciding
whether they may wish to modify any of their existing policies in order to
achieve greater international uniformity in catalogue headings in the future. These data may also indicate to theJSC possible areas where the
provisions of the code itself might be reconsidered.
It would be desirable to have similar studies of other types of headings
(e.g., those for personal names). It would also be of interest to replicate
this study using current cataloguing records from the same agencies to
determine if any changes have occurred following several years of experience with AACR2 and some revised rule interpretations.
No matter what the type of heading may be, the degree to which differences in catalo'gue headings are important depends on several factors
in addition to purely personal judgment. The size of a frle will greatly
influence the importance of qualifiers, for example, in identifying and
distinguishing between names of corporate bodies. The type of reference
structure in a frle, and its completeness, are important when two forms
of the same name do not begin with the same word or letter of the alphabet. (In the 264 casesof difference, entry words for a heading differed in
61 instances.) Automated duthority files embedded in a database so that
users may arrive at a desired.eco.d from variant forms of name without
being aware of intervening references undoubtedly will reduce the importance of variations. In addition, minor variations in form may be unimportant where computer accessis easily browsable or "forgiving't in
accepting and subsequently matching relatively inconsequential differences.
Nevertheless, standardization and uniformity on an international
level have more than theoretical value. The use of derived cataloguing,
particularly through bibliographic utilities and networks, is now taken
for granted by a large number of libraries. It surely must follow that national bibliographic agencies should not themselves be deprived of the
benefits of such sharing. For.this to occur, and for these benefits to be
passed on in turn to individual libraries in a substantial number of countries, a high degree of international uniformity is essential.
Rnrnnpxcns
1 . Anglo-AmnicanCataloguing
Rules,2d ed,.,ed. Michael Gorman and Paul W. Winkler
(Chicago: American Library Assn., 1978),vii. (AACR2) Subsequentreferencesto
AACR2 may be located by rule number rather than by page number.
2 . "AACR2 Rule Interpretations. " Unpublished report from the National Library of
Australia to ABACUS, 27 July 1983.
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A Use Sludy of the
Cord Cotologsin the UniversifY
of lllinois Music Librory
Jeonefte M. Drone

rFt
I Hr s*ttts, HABITS,AND ATTrruoes of library users will change, no
doubt, as libraries introduce automated catalogs. There is, however,

ation in the design and development of automated catalogs.
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
In 1930 William M. Randall expressed the need for reliable quantitative information about those who use the catalog, how and why it is used,
and finally, with what difhculties it is used. He emphasizedthat the major criterion of the successof a catalog is the measurement of how well it
performs its function-the ultimate goal being the development of catalogs for library users. Randall explained:
This cannot be done by a study of the catalogsthemselves,or of the rules by
which they are made; neither can it be done merely by an examination of the
booksto be cataloged.It can be only by an intelligent study of the patronsthemselves,their mental equipment, their background and their needs.'
Although more than frfty major catalog use studies have been completed since Randall's presentation, few are comprehensive. Even

Jeanette M. Drone, Assistant Recruitment and Admissions Officer at the Graduate
Science , University of Illinois at lJrbana, prepared
School of Library and Information
this study for a doctoral seminar at that instrtutton.
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though the results of these studies are not applicable to all card catalogs
in general or even to catalogs in specific types of libraries, their findings
are still valuable, supplying a continuing evaluation of catalog problems, suggesting possible solutions, and identifying areas for further
study.
In addition to the use studies themselves. several summaries and reviews have been issued as parts of specific use studies or as separate publications. The earliest is by Frarey (1953),'followed by Montague's thesis (1967),'which examines and iummarizes sixteen studies clompleted
between 1949 and 1965. Additional reviews are also available in the following-sources: Palmer_(1970 and 1972),n Aubry (1972),' Krikelas
(1972),'Swanson (1972),' and Lancaster (1977)." In an OCLC technical
report, Markey (1980) provides a comprehensive analysis of frfty catalog
use studies, with generalizations and summaries of their findings.'
Of these studies, very few are concerned with departmentalized or
subject catalogs, and in the field of music only one study is cited:
Wolfert's analysis of the University of Chicago's catalog of music, which
was designed to determine who used the cata)og, how it was.approached,
and how the scores were used once they were found." Montague
presents a detailed analysis of the study, concluding that the frndings
were probably of some value to the music librarian at the University of
Chicago, but questioning its usefulness to other music libraries since the
library had closed stacks, and only twenty-nine students a.nd faculty
were engaged in music courses during the time of the study."
DnscnrprroN

oF THE STUDY

The author conducted a multifaceted use study of both the sound recording catalog and the book/music catalog at the University of Illinois
Music Library. The frndings report the length of time users spent at the
catalogs, how they used the catalogs, and their successin using the catalogs. In the first phase of the sound recording catalog study, which was
conducted in the 1981 spring semester, two hundred timed uses and fifty
interviews were recorded. The use of Phonolog, acornrnercially published
index, was also included as a part of the study since it is a frequently used
source for verifying sound recordings that are currently available. In the
fall of 1981. the studv was extended to include interviews with an additional fifty users of the sound recording catalog, the assumption being
that users, as a whole, would not have changed their search strategies
from one semester to another. In addition, a similar time and descriptive
study was completed at the book/music catalog.
BecxcnouNo furontverr<-rN
The University of Illinois Music Library is a departmental library,
located in the Music Building. The library's primary purpose is to serve
the faculty and students of the School of Music, although its services and
most materials are available to the entire universitv communitv. Statistics of the faculty and student enrollment, which wbre available only for
the 1981 fall semester, are as follows: students : 737 , of which 409 were
undergraduates and 328 were graduate students (master's : 202; doc-
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toral : 112; nondegree = 14); faculty(FTE) : 103.
The sound recording catalog has three parts: a main section; a manufacturers' file, arranged by manufacturers' names and subarranged by
serial numbers; and a shelflist. The book/music catalog consists of two
parts: a main section (including the choral and orchestral catalogs located at the end of the main section); and a shelflist. In addition to these
catalogs, there is a supplementary catalog containing cards for all materials added sinceJanuary 1979.
Punposn oF THE Srury
The study was developed to answer the following questions: (1) What
is the hourly rate of use at the sound recording and book/music catalogs?
(2) How much time do users spend at the catalog? (3) Who uses the catalogs and why? (4) What difficulties do users encounter? (5) How successful are their searches?(6) What recommendations can be made for designing an online catalog?
DBrtNrrroN or TenN,rs
For the purpose of this report, several additional terms need to be defined. A soundrecordingis a long-playing disc, cassette tape or open-reel
tape. Music is defined as print or microform materials that could be classified in the Library of Congress Class M Schedule as M 1-5000 and in
selective areas of MT 170-950. The term book refers to print or microform materials that can not be designated as music and includes bound
journal volumes. A useris an individual who opens or removes a drawer
from the card catalog.
PROCEDURESFoR
STunyTNc THE SUPPLEMENTARY CATALOG
Since the supplementary catalog contains cards for sound recordings,
books, and music added sinceJanuary 1979, it was necessary to ask users to describe the types of materials they were attempting to locate. If
the corresponding part of the study was being conducted at that time,
then the user was timed or interviewed. In other words, when the author
was interviewing persons using the book/music catalog and a user was
checking the supplementary catalog for a book, then the user was interviewed, but if the user was searching for a sound recording, no interview
was conducted. Data about the use of the supplementary catalog have
been incorporated into the findings about the sound recording or the
book/music catalog, as appropriate.
ANALYSIS oF THE DATA
Trun ANarvsrs
Mahodolog. The timed observations were made from positions where
the appropriate sections of the catalogs could be seen. Since the consulting/reference tables at the catalogs are located near the entrance of the
library, it was difficult to determine if a person walking up to a table was
a catalog user. For this reason, the catalog use was timed from the moment a person opened a drawer and continued until the person walked
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away from the catalog area.If an individual used more than one section
of the catalog in succession,the use of each section was timed separately,
and the travel time from one section to another was included. When a
person returned to the catalog at a later time, the subsequent use was
considered as being a new, separate use. This procedure was necessary
since it was not always possible to identify individuals as previous users.
Time at the catalog was considered to be continuous if a user left a place
marker in the catalog drawer or removed a drawer for use outside the
catalog area, a frequent occurrence as users left to sharpen pencils, check
materials at the nearby shelving areas, or confer at the circulation desk.
Anal2sisoJtheData. The author spent 17.5 hours timing 200 users at the
sound recording catalog and 10.75 hours timing 200 users at the book/
music catalog. The average rate was as follows: 11.4 uses per hour at the
sound recording catalog and 18.6 uses per hour at the book/music cataIog. (See table 1.)
TABLE 1
Alra,r,vsrsop Trvrn Onsenverrots or lJsensor
rHe uNrvpnsrry or Iu,rNors Musrc LtsRAnyCe.rnlocs*
Catalog

Sound recording
Book/Music
Combined

Time Range

0'09"-l2l'35"
0'13"-+0'31"

0 ' 0 9-"1 2 t ' 3 5 "

Mean

5'19"

3'+8"
+3J

Standard
Deviation

1l'43"
5'08"
9'03"

Median

2'08'
2'09"
2'08"

*Time in minutes
and seconds.

Three previous studies reported timed uses of card catalogs; however,
the frndings of the present study are comparable to only the Bryant and
Needham study which reported the average time of catalog use at Bath
University as 3 minutes 45 seconds." In the Yale study, users were divided into two different but roughly equal populations with modes of
about two minutes and about six or seven minutes." Since only these
summarized findings were reported, it is not possible to make a comparative analysis. Aubry timed volunteer graduate students during a series
of preplanned searches in a catalog specifrcally designed for the study,
but again no meaningful comparison can be made since the purpose and
methodology were quite different from those of the present study.'*
An analysis of the number of users per one-minute intervals indicates
that75 percent of the users at the sound recording catalogand72.5 percent of the users at the book/music catalog completed their searchesin 4
minutes or less. Ninety percent of the users at the sound recording catalog frnished in I 1 minutes or less, while the same percent completed their
searches at the book/music catalog in 9 minutes or less.
Summary.Based on the data from the time analyses, a series of probabilities can be calculated for the amount of time users spend at the catalogs. Time intervals have been specified within whose limits it is estimated that 95 percent of all catalog uses will be made. It can be assumed
that 73.5 percent + 4.+ percent of the catalog uses are completed in 4
minutes or less, while 89.5 percent + 3.0 percent of the uses are com-
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pleted in 9 minutes or less. It can be assumed that 5 minutes I 9 seconds
* 1 minute 37 seconds is the average time users consult the sound recording catalog, and 3 minutes 48 seconds + 43 seconds is the average
search time at the book/music catalog. When the data from the two catalogs are combined, it can be assumed that the overall average time spent
at the catalogs is 4 minutes 33 seconds + 53 seconds.
Drscnrprtve Arvatysrs
Mahodolog. At the beginning of an interview session, the frrst user approaching the catalog was identified as an interview candidate, and
thereafter, upon the completion of an interview, the author approached
the next person who began using the catalog. Persons already using the
catalog and those beginning a search while an interview-was in progress
were not approached; however, if such individuals returned to that particular catalog at alater time, they were possible interview candidates.
Individuals were not interviewed a second time regarding a subsequent
use of either catalog. Since the number of different users of the catalogs
was limited, as was the time allotted for interviewing, it was necessary to
talk with several of the same persons using both catalogs. In these cases,
it was assumed that individuals' performances at one catalog would not
predict their performances at the other catalog at alater time. The exact
number of persons interviewed as users of both catalogs is not known;
however. the author estimates the total was less than fifteen.
lJsers were interviewed before they started their searches,with the following information being requested: university status, departmental affiliation, and reason for using the catalog. The interview technique was
designed to elicit specific information with minimum bias due to
prompting or extended explanation.
After obtaining the preceding information, the author observed each
person's use of the catalog, noting the strategy and successof the search.
(A search was successfulwhen the user found the specific item needed or
an acceptable substitute.) When a user determined a search was unsuccessful, the author then offered to help locate the title. By following
through with the search, it was possible to determine if a failure was (1) a
result of the person's inability to use the catalog, (2) a problem with the
way the item was cataloged, or (3) a failure on the part of the collection
(that is, the item was not owned). The classification of search failures
into these three categories was done at the discretion of the author, based
on her knowledge of music materials and cataloging practices. Even
though a user was searching for more than one item, only the search for
the first item was observed, since a person having an unsuccessful initial
search might declare subsequent searches to be failures as a means of
receiving further assistance.
Catalog Users.A total of 221 persons were approached for interviews,
and of this number, 15 (7 percent) declined to be interviewed, B at the
sound recording catalog and 7 at the book/music catalogs. Six individuals (3 percent) were attempting to use the wrong catalog. As can be seen
in table 2, the status and departmental affiliation of the users of the two
catalogs were quite similar.
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TABLE 2
oF CATALoG
Srl'rus aNo DepenrMENTAL Arrtuetrott
IJssns AT THE ljNrversrrY oF ILLINoTs Musrc LrnnnnY
Faculty

Student

Music

Catalog

Sound recording
Book/Music
Combined

Other

62

28

72

14
42

134

Music

Other

Other

0
6
6

82
80
162

Total

100
100
200

music stuReasons
Jor Catalog [/se. Not surprisingly, 64 percent of^the.
percent of
while
on_ly
assignments,
for
dents wer6 locating"rnaterials
lB.1
the other students-were seeking course-related materials. In contrast, 50
percent of the students from olher subject areas were locating materials
ior recreational uses as compared to 9.7 percent of the music students.
Of the total number of faculty members, 94.4 percent were locating materials for teaching purposes, and likewise, 12. 9 percent of the.music students were seeking-malerials for the same reason. The remaining users
indicated their sea-rcheswere for personal or unspecif,redreasons. These
figures are consistent with the frndings,of the T"jg.ily of studies analyziig why users approach card catalogs in academic libraries."
"How'the
CatatogsWere (Jsed.Of the one hundred users at the book/music catalog, sev6nty were locating printed music; twenty-nine were
searchingTor books, and only one needed both types of materials. Naturally, the'total number of searchesat the other catalog was for.sound re.o.dittgr. The types of entries used by the searchers are shown in table 3.
TABLE 3
Tvpes or ENrnresCoxsurreo nv C.qreroc lJsers
tHE U"t"ERSIt"

o

"t
Sound Recording
Cataloe

Author/Composer
Title
Subject
Performer
Company number
Other
Total

65
8
7
11
8
I
100

Book/Music
Catalog
IJ

7
15
NA
NA

Combined

138
15

J

,9
il
8
6

100

200
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adjusted figures, excluding the searchesfor unowned items, are glven rn
the following section.
Examination of successrate and types of search entries produced the
following results: title, 86.7 percent; author/composer, 7 8 . 4 p e r c e n t ;
subject, 68.2 percent; and other (performer, arranger, corporate author, etc.), 70.8 percent.
UnsuccessfulSearches.As explained earlier, the author followed through
with the unsuccessful searchesin order to determine the reasons for failure at the catalogs. The results of the forty-six searchescompleted by the
author are shown in table 4.
TABLE 4
Rpsur-rsop SnercHosCovprnrBo BrrrHE Aurnon
Catalog

Sound recording
Book/Music
Combined

Items
Located

107
l4
24

Items
Not Owned

r2l
19

Other*

Total

0

t7
29
46

J
J

*Persons

terminated searches, declinine the author's assistance in locating materials.
fThree individuals searchins for materials not relatine to music were refirred to the
main library.

For the twenty-four titles eventually located, the author determined
that the original searchesfor these items were unsuccessful for the followrng reasons:
1. Fo-ur persons had incorrect/incomplete title or author/composer
information.
2. Twelve individuals did not understand how to use the catalogs.
3. Five of the searcheswere for materials that were extremely difficult
to locate, for example, songs in collections. (In each of these cases
the author consulted one or more reference sources before locating
the title in the catalog.)
4. Two cataloging errors and one incorrect see reference were the
causes of three unsuccessful searches. (Note: All were at the sound
recording catalog.)
since failure caused by nonownership does not necessarily reflect a
person's ability to use the catalog, an adjustment was made to reflect the
successrate for items actually in the collection. To calculate the adjusted
figures, the number of persons conducting searches for unownedite*s
was subtracted from the original 200 users, resulting in a total of 181, 93
at the sound recording catalog and BB at the book/music catalog. Based
on these adjusted figures, the overall successrate at the catalogs was 85.1
perc€nt, 89.2 percent at the sound recording catalog and 80.7percent at
the book/music catalog. when these adjuited frgrires were iorrelated
with university status and departmental affiliation, the findings were
somewhat different from those reported in the preceding section;-specifically, 100 percent of the faculty completed successfullearches, is did
B5-.2percent of the music students and 82.1 percent of the students from
other academic disciplines. since none of ttie users in the "other" cate-
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gory conducted searchesfor unowned items, the original successrate of
66.7 percent remained unchanged.
In summarizing several catalog use studies, Palmer states that the
user successrates ranged from 15 to 94 percent, with most of the studies
reporting a70 to B0 percent successrate.'o In the present study, the overall succeJsrate of 7 7 percent is well within the range reported by the majority of the previouJ studies, and when the searches for unowned items
Lre excluded, the 85.1 percent successrate is well above the average. In
general, however, the validity of comparing the success rate of the
be
fresent study with summarized frndings of several studies should
questioned since it is seldom clearif the frndings of the individual studies
included or excluded searches for unowned materials.
Summary. Based on the findings of the descriptive andyses, the following profile describes users of the Music Library catalogs. The majority
ar6 music students attempting to locate information or materials for
course-related assignments, and they prefer to use author/comPoser entries to retrieve information. The majority of the users are successful in
their searches; however, when failures do occur, the most likely single
cause is nonownership, although users' ignorance of the principles of
catalog construction and use is another signifrcant cause.

CoNcr.usrox
The use of the book/music and of the sound recording catalogs was
remarkably similar; for example, the ratio of student-faculty use was almost identical. Even though the ranges of time spent at the two catalogs
differed greatly, the average times were quite comparable. The major
differences were in the typei of entry used for retrieving information and
users' successrate. At first glance, the variance in the overall successrate
at the two catalogs was somewhat perplexing, although, when the adjusted frgures were compared, the difference was much less. Since there
*.re more searches for unowned items in the book/music catalog, the
initial reaction was to question the comprehensiveness of the monographic collection. In a sense, however, there were nine searchesfor unowned items in the book/music catalog instead of twelve-three individuals attempted to locate titles not related to music.
It is unfortunate that three (6.5) percent of the forty-six unsuccessful
searcheswere caused by errors in the catalog, but in relation to the total
two hundred searches the figure was only 1.5 percent' Naturally, the
"ideal" catalog would be error-free, although the exorbitant cost of creating such a catalog could never be justifred. Of the catalog use studies
conzulted, none reported the rate of search failure caused by catalog error/deficiencies , and as a result, it is not clear how the 1 . 5 percent catalog error rate should be interpreted.
RBcotr,tueNDATIoNSFoR AN ONTTNBCn'raloc
It is recommended that an online catalog provide accessto sound recordings by manufacturers' numbers. The need issupported by the fact
that the average time spent at the manufacturers' file was by far the longest, 20 minutes 37 seconds as compared with the averages of 3 minutes
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41 seconds at the main section and B minutes 29 seconds in the combined
uses of various sections. In addition. the successrate at the manufacturers' file was 100 percent for items owned, and in two cases the author
located sound recordings which could not be found by using conventional catalog entries.
Another recommendation is the provision of search delimiters by type
of material. The need for this feature can be supported by the fact that all
but one individual was searching for a single type of material, that is,
books, printed music, or sound recordings.
In order to predict the number of terminals that will be needed when
an online catalog is implemented, the frndings on the rate of catalog use
and the time spent at the catalogs can be correlated with circulation statistics. In addition to the circulation of materials for use outside the library, the in-house circulation of sound recordings must also be taken
into consideration.
NnBo non FunrHBn Sruoy
As stated earlier, only one other use study has been made of a card
catalog of music materials. That study and the present one are not suff,rcient to provide definitive answers as to who uses music catalogs, why
they are used, and with what success.These questions can be answered
only after a number of similar studies are completed, providing information that can be used to create a general profrle of music catalog usage.
Future studies need to be made in music libraries of varying sizes and
with various types of catalogs. The areas covered by the Wolfert study
and the present one should be considered; however, a survey ofprevious
catalog use studies may provide additional areas for investigation, depending on the nature and purpose of the study being designed.
As the results of future studies become available, comparisons and
correlations can be made. In such comparative analyses, the following
topics are only a few of the many which could be addressed: (1) unsuccessful search rate for unowned items and collection size, (2) search successand various divisions of the catalog(s), that is, separate book, music,
sound recording catalogs or combinations of these, and (3) search success and size of catalog.
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PopulorversusTechnicol
Works in the Medicol Librory:
A Use Study
Wolter W. Morlon
A usestudywasconducted
oJfift2 pairs ofpopular and technicalmonograpluin a
healthsciences
librarlt. Thebookswerematched
futsubject,date0Jpublication,and
dateoJacquisition.Althoughin gross
the
utorkscirculated
moreat
figures technical
bothtwo- andJourlear minimum intentals,thedffirencewas not statisticalll
significant.

rn
I ne covenNon of our state has recently asked most state institutions of
higher education for across-the-board reductions in expenditures. These
reductions will be made in budgets that have been less than generous in
the last few years. There is no doubt that this requirement will entail a
good deal of agonizing about where to make the cuts. Inevitably one sure
loser is going to be the library. Even if the librarian wins the fight against
a crippling reduction there is going to be much less money to spend in
the future.
This situation is far from rare these days. The numbers and details
may be a bit different, but all libraries face increasingly austere budgets.
As a result we are going to have to be even more careful about how we
spend the money we do receive. There is even less excuse in these times
to justify spending money on material that does not meet the needs of the
library's community of patrons.
One category of work that is constantly competing for the health sci-

course, worthwhile, while others are not. But, as a class, are such works
as useful to-those who patronize the library as the technical and clinical
works? For this paper a technicalwork has been defined as one designed
for those having specialized knowledge in a particular discipline . In orWalter W. Morton is Assistant Librarian, Cataloging Department,
University Medical Center Library, in Shreveport.
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der to determine the comparative usefulness of these two kinds of materials a small study was conducted.
MTTHOO AND MATERIALS
Selecting the type of study was the f,rrst problem. One method of library self-analysis is the use study. Although such studies have their limitations, they can be effective in gauging the utilitarian values of a collection.' For the purpose of this study, usewill be defined as the number of
times a book has circulated outside the library. The advantages of this
definition are that the statistics are readily ascertainable and have a high
degree of accuracy, but there could be drawbacks. Are books which are
checked out really "used?" Apparently they are, according to a study
conducted by Raisig and others. They found that more than 78 percent
of the researchers they interviewed did make effective use of the material
checked out of the library.'
Simply counting the circulation figures does not take into account the
number of times a book may be consulted without being checked out of
the library. Steps might be taken to keep track of the number of times a
book was removed from the shelf, but even here there are limitations.
Books used to prop up the front legs of a chair in order to transform it
into a "recliner" are certainly being used but hardly in the sense that
might be relevant to our purposes. However, other studies have shown
that in-library use does tend "to be parallel and proportional to circulation."" Therefore we can assume that circulation figures are a reasonable indication of use both in and outside the library.
Books to be included in the study were taken from new-book lists covering a six-month period in 1978. All of the books had been acquired by
the library at least four years prior to the final tabulation of the data in
1982 . No work which was or had been in any special collection (reserve,
reference, folio, etc.) was considered for inclusion. Only works that
could obviously be categorized as popular or technical were chosen. The
MeSH use of the popular worksform subheading frequently simplified decision-making. Since both subject and currency affect circulation figures,'" each popular work was paired with a technical work on the basis
of subject (subjects such as psychology and psychiatry were considered
to be paired), copyright date (plus or minus one year), and date of acquisition (plus or minus one month).
Because of the paucity of volumes meeting the defrnition of popular
works and because of the number of criteria involved in the matching
process, there was little need for actual selection from the available qualif,redtitles. The technical work most closely matching the available popular work in subject, date of publication, and date of acquisition was used.
A total of one hundred books (frfty pairs) was selected for study. Then
the circulation figures were obtained from the records for each book for
the years 1978-1982 and the difference between it and its matched opposite was calculated (see table 1).
ANer,ysrs oF DATA
As of 1982 the technical works had circulated more frequently than
the popular works (200 as opposed to 162 circulations), but their differ-
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ence in mean circulation was less than one circulation period (4.00 compared to 3 .24 for the popular works). Table 2 illustrates the distribution
of books by the number of loans. Circulation for both groups tapers off
sharply after four circulations but this simply reinforces the unfortunate
frnding that many books circulate very little, if at all.' Eighty-two percent of the popular works and 70 percent of the technical works circulated four times or less.

TABLE 1
ColtpenrsoN oF THE Me'rcnpp Perns or
Popur,nn ano TrcuNrcer Wonrs rN a
Heer,rH Scrnrvces LrsReny sy Nuvspn or LoeNs
Matched
Pairs

Number of Loans
1 9 7 8 -I 9 8 0
r97B-1982
Popular
Technical
Technical
Popular

I
2

I

2
J

J

^

3
3
1

a

5
6

.1

8
9
10
11

r2
13
14
15
16
l7
1B
19
20

2r
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
,q

30
31
32
33
34

0
0
0
0
5
I
10
0
3
0
1
8
0
4
1
J

5
6

3t

38

I

I
I
2
J

0
0
0

3

0

J

.l

7

5

J

I

2

j

J

3
0
I
4
3
2
0
0
4
0
5
10
4
13
0

0

J

0
0

J

I
9
0
5

o
a

JJ
JO

0
2
0
0
15
,
2
2
9
I
8

4
4
6
2
0

1

8

r2
8

ll
4

+
4

3

10
a

0
2
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TABLE 1(CoNtrvueo)
Number
Matched
Pairs

39
40
41
42
43
44
+5
46
+7
48
+9
50
Total
Mean

1 9 7 8 -1 9 8 0
Pooular
Technical
I

2

.'
0
6

I

J
1

0
0
0
0
1
5
89
1.78

of Loans
Popular

1978-1982
Technical

+
9
-)
6

0
.)
1
0
1

o
z
1
J

1
0

I

a

z

J

0

16
0

1

4
13

J

6

r37
2.74

r62
3.24

4
17
1
4
10
200
4.00

IABLE 2
Covperrsox
oF NuMBER oF LoANS FoR PopuLAR
aNo Trcrrxtcer
Screxces Ltgnenv
Wonrs
rN e Hrerrn
BY NuMBER or Trrr,es elto Yeex.

Number of
Loans

0
1
2
J
A
a

5
6
n

8
9
10
t1
12
13
14
15
16
t7

Number of Titles Borrowed
19 7 8 -19 8 2
Technical
Popular
Technical

1978-r980
Popular

18

t4
11

6
4
0
2
2

+
8
1

J

J

I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
I
0

t+

J

I

8
10
B
9
6
0
1
2
I
2
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0

10
5
5
7
8
J

I
o
L

2
I
J

0
1
I
0
0
0
1

Does this greater circulation figure for technical works really mean
anything, however? When we apply the I test for matched sets, we see
that, in fact, there is no significant difference at the 95 percent level in
the circulation frgures for the two groups: t : L.10, dJ : +9, p > .05.
Notice that the ,degrees of freedom an:e based on the number of pairs
rather than the total number of books involved in the test (number of
pairs - 1).
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In order to observe how the results would be altered by the length of
time the material had been in the collection, circulation frgures were also
counted only through 1980. Circulation was, of course, much poorer for
both groups with 76 percent of the popular works and 58 percent of the
technical works circulating two times or less (table 2). OnIy one technical
work was circulated more than ten times and no popular work was
checked out more than eight times. Flowever, the technical works did
have a better relative position in this first two-year interval, with a mean
circulation of 2.7 4 as bompared to 1 . 78 for the popular works ( 137 versus
89 circulations), but it was still not enough to produce a signif,rcant difference (t : 1.74). We can see that the longer the material had been in
the library the better the popular works "performed."

Concr,usrox
The technical works in this study did circulate more than the popular
works but not enough to produce a significant difference. Although the
popular works in this study circulated at essentially the same rate as the
technical works, it would be prudent not to put too fine an edge on the
results. For one thing the popular works were not avery large percentage of the library's total acquisitions. It was diffrcult to get an exact figure because of the problem of placing every book in one of the two categories; but an informal review showed that in the period studied,
popular works amounted to about 5 percent of the total number of books
added to the collection. Thus a Datron who wants a technical work on a
certain subject has a larger nrr-b.r of books from which to choose than
does the person looking for a popular work on the same subject.
Even so, it is certainly evident that popular materials are used by and
are useful to the library's regular patrons. They are also cheaper. The
average price of the popular works in this study was $8.53 as opposed to
$20.66 for the technical works. Popular works can be, in fact, a worthwhile purchase even to the rnedical library on a tight budget. The point
to be made is not that the popular material is just as important as the
technical or clinical material but rather that it does have a place in the
medical library setting even if that place is a rnore limited one.
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ls Cotologingo Pqss6Skill in
Todoy'sTechnologicqlSociety?
Corol Truelt

matnialsprocessareschoollibrariansin Nebraskastillpimarily responsiblefor
ing but that theyareaerl interestedin continuingeducationrelatedto cataloging.
|.
pRrNcIeLEof learning theory states that students will learn maA
more readily and with greater retention when it is relevant to their
terial"orr"
experience. Thus, when a district coordinator of library services in a
large metropolitan area was recently overheard saying that school librarians don't really need to take a cataloging course anymore because none
of them do their own cataloging, it was somewhat disturbing since this
author had spent a number of years teaching a class in that subject. In
particular, there was concern about whether the tools emphasized in
class instruction, such as the Anglo-American CataloguingRules, are in fact
the tools practitioners are using. To ascertain whether or not cataloging
is indeed a lost art and a skill no longer needed by media specialists, a
survey was conducted of practicing school librarians to answer several
basic questions: (1) To what extent were these librarians actually involved in processing and in cataloging school library materials? (2) what
Carol Truett is AssistantProfessor,Graduate School of Library Studies,University of
Hawaii.
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tools were they using for both descriptive cataloging and subje.ctu"lysis? and (3) what topics or areas were of continuing tnterest to lrbranans
ur ."pr.Jr6d by their desire for in-service workshops related to cataloging?
DNSCNTPUON OF THE SURVEY
for the survey were two hundred school library media
The subjects
'randomly
chosen'by selecting every third name from the
specialists
t'ggZ-gS directory of the Nebraska Staie Department of Education.
Since at the time of the survey, the author wai teaching in Nebraska,
where out-of-state students areseldom enrolled in cataloging classes,the
decision was made to limit the study to this one state, as this population
seemed appropriate for purposes of determining the.needs of students
there. Thlie viere 159 usable questionnaires returned on the first mailing for a response rate of 79 peicent- (See apperldix 1.for,a sample quesiio'.tnaire.) tlespondents were representative of all six classesof school
districts in the state and from all grade levels, including personnel serve.ttir. school district. ThJmajority appeare.d to be professional
i;t;"
lib'ruriunr, since 152 (95.6 percent) h;ld medib endorsements; while of
the 7 with no errdorrement, 4 held emergency endorsements, withonly 3
r.rpo"aing to this question. Nebraika siate law requires additional
"ot
horrrs of sp. ciilizationin library science and media beyond the basic und.rgrud,rlt. degree teaching certificate for aperson to serve as a school
libririan. T'he idditional cJursework compriies an endorsement to the
teacher's certificate. No respondents were library aides'

Rnsur,rs oF THE SunvnY
As table 1 indicates, almost three-fourths(74.2 percent) of the media
specialists were responsible for processing new maierials for their school
media center.

TABLE 1
LrsnnnreN's RespoNsrnrurY FoR Pnocnssrtc Nnw
Mernuer-s FoR THE Scnool Mnore CeNren rN Nesnesre
Category

Responsiblefor processing
No processingresponsibility
No response
Total

Number of
Respondents

118
J6

-)
159

Percent

74.2
23.9
1.9
100.0
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TABLE 2
PnocsssrNc Anne^rcBvrNrs rn Nnnnasxa MBore Crxrens
Qategory
All purchased materials arrive completely
processed
Processing is received with all books but
audiovisuals processed locally
Processing is received with most books but
some requrre processing as do audiovisuals
All materials are locally processed and
cataloged by the librarran
All materials processed at central district office
Other arrangement
Total

Number of
Respondents

Percent

6

3.8

6

3.8

7B

49.r

99
,q

1B
159

13.8
tB.2
11.3
100.0

process at least to some extent. In addition, the 11.3 percent checking
that some other arrangement was made often included comments indicating that they were involved in cataloging or processing books or nonprint materials in varying degrees.
CrassrnrcauoN AND Sun;rcr HreorNc Sysreus lJsno

TABLE 3
CrasstrrcerroN Svsrev IJsBn ron Booxs AND OrHER
Pnrrr MerrRrALS rN Nnnnesxe Meorn Cnnr:ens
ClassificationSystem
Dewey decimal classification abridged (11th
edition)
Dewey decimal classification unabridged ( 19th
edition)
Library of C on gress classification
Other classification systems
No response
Total

Number of
Respondents

Percent

119

74 . 8

36
0
I

22.6
0
0.6
1.9
99.9

J

159
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TABLE 4
Cr.essrrrcetroNSysrEMlJsrn ron AuptovrsueL eNo
Ornnn NoNPnrNrMerenrels rN NesRAsre Meore Celreas
Number of
Respondents

ClassificationSvstem

Dewey decimal classification(abridged or
unabridged)
Library of Congressclassification
Broad subject area schemelocally developed
Other special system
No systemused-materials uncataloged
No response
Total

133
0
15
1

o

2
159

Percent

83.6
0
9.4

+ .4

1.3
1.3
r00.0

subject scheme, accession number, and subject guide, although the
guile used was not specified. The interesting observation to be made
f,ere is that few libraries left their audiovisual inaterials unclassified and
at the very least arranged them according to some scheme designed to

rials with only a few exceptions.
TABLE 5
Sunlncr Henurxc Svstevrs
IJsBo rr Nnnn-q.sxnMBDre CnNrnns
Subiect Heading List Used

Searslist of subjectheadings
Library of Congresssubjectheadingslist
Other subjectheadingslists
No response
Total
Aurgonrry

FoR CHorcE or MArN ENrnv

Number of
Respondents

t5+
0
2
3
159

Percent

96.9
0
1.3
1.9
100.1
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Rures ljseo.on

u*t*" FoRoRrcrNAL

CnrelocrNrc Pnnpaneo
rN Nnnnnsxa Meora CnNrnns
"r";:"tJol*
Main Entrv Choice-Rules ljsed

A nglo-American QataIoging R ules (l st edit ion)
Anglo-American
CataloguingRuks (2d edition)
Other authority used
No sourceused
Not applicable
No response
Total

Number of
Respondents

26
26
36
30
14
159

percent

16.4
t6.4
22.6
18.9
8.8
16.9
i00.0

Oruen AurHonrrrns Cousutreo

*Editor's note: Specific
editions of these works were specified by neither the questionnaire nor the responses.
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of concern,. including wegdlng_the card catalog, handling of in-house
copies of videocasseties, LC dlassificarion, ver"tical file, inJ the fine.
points of Dewey classification.

Suulreny ANDCoNcLUsroNs
It is obvious that school library media speciarists, at least in Nebraska,
still have a primary responsibiliiy for proiessing their own library materlals, as three-fburths report this to be the case. Furthermore,'almost
two-thirds are involved ai least to some extent with the actual caialoging
ofthese materials. The Dewey decimal s-ystemand Sears subject rreaiin[
list were the overwhelm.ing chojgel for crassification and subject headinfi
schemes, and no libraries-used Library of congress classifi]cation or iti
t:rbig:t he.ading list. Some libraries did'utilize lo"callydeveloped or other
classlhcatro.ns.ystemsfor audiovisual or nonprint media, while the use of
Sears was limited to books only by some libiaries.
when it came to standard rules for choice of main entry or auxiliary
texts as cataloging aids, there was littre agreement on the choice of tools.
Librarians were as likely to use AACR1 as they were AACR2 for main
entry choice and they were even more likely to use some authority other
than either of these. Indeed, responses to this question indicated that
some librarians may. not have actually understtod what is meant by
main entry as they cited Dewey and Sears as their authorities. Many
apparently were of the opinion that no rules are necessary for main entrv
choice, as almost one-fifth use none. Even more librarians considerei
that an authority was unnecessary for other aspects of original catalogmg.
Although no hard and fast conclusions can be drawn from the data
gathered,.it does appear that interest in the processesof cataloging and
classrlrcatron has by.no means died out among school media specialists.
I hey are involved in processing, including ictual catalogin$, of their
materials and are in most casesworki.rg *ilh nonprint ani aidiovisual
materials. In fact, they appear to be m5re rikely to be involved in cataloging these materials than print materials, probably due to the fact that
commercial processing for nonprint materiils is less available than it is
lor p.nt media. Also, while use of AACR is not universal, about a third
expressed an interest in an in-service workshop dealing with the use of
the AACR2; others were interested in workshops on ..iigrr-.rrt
of subject headings and.on filing rules. These findings tend
to"belie the viewqgtnl thT-cataloging is being done for all mediX centers through central
dlstrlct ollices and that, therefore, school librarians have no intErest in or
need for such information skills.
be the saving grace for practicing
ging and subject classification are
of them. These media specialists,
rore traditional areas. are nonethe-

diovisuals and theu1e9r AACR2.tTi,'j;.T*ltli'i,#rt

l-":i t -

serviceprograms would do well to respondto this rrrrill'b.,t nonetheless
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significant group of librarians who desire such workshops for updating

not be slighted.
APPENDIX 1
Sunvnv oF CATATOGING PRACTICES AMONG
ScHooL LIBRARY/MEDIA SPEcIALrsrs
1. Are you the school library/media
1) School district.
2) ElementarY school(s).
-

specialist for a:

3) High school.
4) All-level school, K-12.
5) Other. Pleaseindicate:

-

2. Do you hold a statelibrary/media endorsementto a teaching certificate?
I) Yes
No
-2)
Also checkone spacebelow ifyou checked"no" above'
a) Hold emergencYendorsement'
b) I am a library aide.
3 Are you responsible for processing new materials for your school media center?
Yes
-No
4. Do vou purchasematerialswhich are already processed?Pleasecheck applicable
response.
l ) Yes, all materials come completely processed with catalog cards, labels'
_
-2)
_3)

_s)

book pockets, etc.
Only Looks come processed; audio visual materials are processed by
our library.
Most books come processed; some require original cataloging as do
audio visuals.
+) All materials are processed and cataloged at our library Uy Y.t' .
and catal'oged from a central district
All materials tornit ptot"tttd
.
office processing department

Is Catahginga Passi Skill /27 5
-

6) Other. Please describe other arrangement:

Please check the cataloging classification system used for materials in your media
center:
Books and Print Materiak
1) Dewey classification system abridged (l 1th edition).
2)
!9wey classifrcation system unabrldged (19th edition).
3) LC classification.
4) Other classification system. Please name or describe:
-

6 . Audiouisualand OtherNonprint Materiab
1) plwey classification(abridged or unabridged).
2) LC classification.
3) Broad subjectarea schemedevelopedby individual school
4) other specialclassificationsysternused. preasename or describe
-

5) No system used. Nonprint

and audiovisuals not cataloged in our Iibrary.
the subject heading system used in your media center.
1) Sears list of subject headings_(Please give edition used. -)
2) library of Congresssubjectheadings,
edition.

7 . Please check
-

-

B . The
-

3) Other subiect
subjecthiading
headins liit used. Pleise
Pleisr name:

subject heading list checked in 7 above is used:
1) Only for books and other print materials.
2) For all materials regardlesi of format.
3) For most materials, books and audio visuars with the exception of:
(Please ljst exceprions. Ex: vertical file materials may be filed using a separate subject heading list.)

9 . If you do original cataloging in your library, please answer the fonowing two ques-

tlons.
when deciding how to.choose.the main entry for a work being cataloged, what rules
do you use to make this decision?
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (1st edition).
1)
2)
4nglo-Amnican Cataog;ne Rules i2d editionj.
3) other rules, or book which is used to make this decision. please name:
4) No source is used
5) Not applicable. No cataloging done here.
Do you use any particular book as authority or aid for your original cataloging, such

10

Introduction to Cataloging and ClassiJication
$ytu.'
P ie rcy : C ommonsenseC ala loging

Other. Pleaselisr author(s)and tittels;
1 1 . would a workshop on any of the following ropics be useful to you? please check a/1
s u o J e c t sy o u w o u l d b e r n t e r e s t e d l n .
1) Anglo-Ameriean Cataloging Rules
12d edition, 1978).
2) Subject heading assifnment.
3) Cataloging nonprint and audiovisual materials.
+) Filing rules.
-

-

5) Other Pleaselist:

Thank you for your cooperation on this study.
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IN MEMORIAM:

BELLA

E. SHACHTMAN

tions of increasingresponsibility.
Under her direition the USDA Library was one of the cooperat-

award from the department in 1966.
In 1969sheretir-edfrom the federalserviceand moved to Berkeley where she servedas assistantdirector for technical servicesin
the IJniversity of California Library for a brief period beforemov-

and regarded by her associateswith affection and esteem'MargaretS. Brltant,Retired.
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looking for While i/idwest utilizes state-of.the-art
computer systems, we rcalize machines can't do it all
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has provided to college and university libtaties'lo( 24
vears
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Spine Label that really sticks! Manufactured with a superior
combination of advanced high tack adhesive technology and foil-backed
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vide superior operation in micro computers Includes our new "Smooth-Perf" continuous catalos
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